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Index to Texas Medicine 2019 

Index for Texas Medicine, 2019 

 

Introduction 
 
This index includes three parts: Subject Index, 

Author Index, and Deaths. Medical terminology 
follows MeSH (Medical Subject Headings), used for 

PubMed and other indexes and databases 

produced by the National Library of Medicine. 
Non-MeSH terms are those preferred by the 

author or commonly used within the discipline. 
 

Subject Index 

A 
Abbott, Greg 

 maternal health roadblock [2019 legislative 
wrap-up], Aug p 20 

 state looks at easing licensure for those with 

criminal records, Dec p 37 
 TMA: ruling on ACA offers pathway to 

improvement (Rounds), Feb pp 16–17 
 TMB: back on track [2019 legislative wrap-

up], Aug p 21 
Abdelaziz, Omar 

 extreme medicine: UTMB medical students 

learn how to improvise while treating 
patients in unusual and potentially 

dangerous situations (photo), Dec pp 
21–25 

Aboumatar, Sami 

 clearing the air on cannabis: new Texas laws 
loosened rules on the use of cannabis 

oil, creating new challenges for 
physicians (photo), Sep pp 42–44 

ACA. See Patient Protection and Affordable Care 
(ACA) 

 

Accidents, Aviation 
 deadly plane crash (1977) shines light on 

value of disaster plans (Pulse), Aug p 9 
Accountable Care Organizations 

 as alternative health facility merger, Feb p 27 

 out of physicians' hands: TMA seeks to tackle 
unfairness of quality measures on 

medication adherence (Quality), Dec pp 
30–34 

 

Accreditation 
 the making of a med school; three new ones 

are set to open soon, and it's not so 
easy, Mar pp 26–29 

Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome 
 a qualitative approach to understanding HIV-

related stress in Texas (Journal), Aug p 

4 
Adams, Maya 

 TMA Minority Scholarship recipient (Rounds), 
Jul p 16 (photo) 

Adamson, Adewole 

 the promise of artificial intelligence: many 
physicians fear AI could replace them, 

but it might just make their jobs easier 
(photo), Oct pp 32–35 

Addiction Medicine. See also Substance-Related 
Disorders 

 prescription for addiction; primary care 

physicians play a bigger role in fighting 
substance use disorders, Mar pp 40–43 

Adolescents 
 teen vaping rising (Pulse), Feb p 6 

 youth tobacco use by the numbers (Pulse), 

May p 6 
Advance Care Planning 

 getting paid for end-of-life care discussions 
with patients (Pulse), Sep p 10 

Advanced Practice Nursing 
 AG: CRNAs can't administer anesthesia 

unless physician delegates it (Rounds), 

Nov p 14 
 most valuable team; managing nonphysician 

staff efficiently can help boost patient 
care and bottom line, May pp 34–36 

 respecting the roles: TMA battles another 

round of scope-of-practice bills while 
preaching team-based care (Legislative 

Affairs), Apr pp 17–19 
Advantage Allergy Solutions (AAS) 

 [targeted approach to immunotherapy], Sep 

p 31 
Advertising 

 regarding MedCom Telephone Answering 
Services (Letter), Apr p 15 

Aerospace Medicine 
 artifacts: flight surgeon's manual (Looking 

Back), Jan p 10 (Pulse) 
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 extreme medicine: UTMB medical students 
learn how to improvise while treating 

patients in unusual and potentially 
dangerous situations, Dec pp 21–25 

 last call for intoxicated pilots (Pulse), Jan p 

10 
 one giant step for physicians; a Texas 

physician's role in space-race medicine, 
Aug pp 32–35 

African Americans 
 inspiring choices: African Americans are 

underrepresented in medicine; 

mentorship can help them choose 
medical careers, Jun pp 38–41 

 summit aims to recruit black males for 
medical schools (Rounds), Feb p 17 

Al-Agba, Niran 

 [on insurance company audits] (Pulse), Nov 
p 10 

Alcohol Drinking 
 last call for intoxicated pilots (Pulse), Jan p 

10 
Aldrin, Buzz 

 one giant step for physicians; a Texas 

physician's role in space-race medicine, 
Aug pp 32–35 

Aleman, Ruben 
 setting the record straight; Supreme Court 

curtails TMB's over-sanctioning of 

physician for death-certificate 
registration mistake, Aug pp 38–40 

Alexander, Ronda 
 United Healthcare cuts consults; the policy 

change could hit specialists hard and 

set a trend for other private payers, Jul 
pp 36–37 (photo) 

Ali, Neha 
 alternate regional delegate to AMA House, 

Jan p 15 (Rounds) 
Alliance for Innovation on Maternal Health (AIM) 

 AIMing to save lives: Texas' maternal death 

rate is still high, and public health 
officials are betting that more 

standardized care will bring it down, 
Apr pp 21–23 

 [four R's of], Apr pp 22–23 

 [implementation in Texas], Apr p 23 
Allison, James 

 breaking up is hard to do; physicians 
subpoenaed in divorce cases face 

unique challenges (Law), Mar pp 30–31 
 CPRIT: Texas' secret weapon against cancer 

(Commentary), Oct pp 4–5 

 vote for CPRIT; the fate of Texas' cancer-
fighting agency rests on a November 

referendum, Oct pp 20–23 
Allison, Steve 

 new allies at the capitol; TEXPAC 

endorsements help bring fresh faces to 
Texas legislature (photo), Jan pp 30–31 

Alozie, Ogechika 
 making telemedicine work: recent trends and 

new TMA-backed laws are about to 
reshape physicians' practices (photo), 

Aug pp 28–29 

 making the CEHRT switch; EHR software 
upgrade required for Medicare, 

Medicaid incentive payment programs, 
Jan pp 40–42 

 telemedicine: valuable but "not a panacea" 

(Imaging), Nov pp 29–30 (photo) 
Alternative Payment Models (APMs) 

 will you get a Medicare bonus or pay cut next 
year? (Rounds), Sep pp 17–18 

Alvarez, Alexander 
 buying time; medicine's warnings prompt 

CMS to delay dramatic coding and 

payment changes, Jan p 39 
Ambulatory Care 

 five best practices for more effective use of 
ambulatory electronic health records to 

manage chronic disease (Journal), Sep 

p 4 
American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) 

 keeping kids safe in and around the water: 
new guidelines from the American 

Academy of Pediatrics (Commentary), 

Jul pp 6–7 
American College of Obstetricians and 

Gynecologists (ACOG) 
 new tool will help in postpartum care 

(Rounds), Jan p 12 
American Medical Association 

 AMA annual meeting 2019 (Rounds), Aug pp 

14–15 
 Council on Ethical and Judicial Affairs (CEJA), 

Jan p 15 (Rounds) 
  irreducible differences in moral 

perspectives on physician assisted 

suicide (Rounds), Aug pp 14–15 
 House of Delegates 

  AMA House stands up for physicians, 
Jan pp 14–16 (Rounds) 

  AMA house still "no" on single-payer 
(Rounds), Aug p 14 
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  issues meriting action (Rounds), Jan p 
16; Aug p 15 

  Reference Committees members from 
Texas (Rounds), Jan p 16 

  on retroactive credentialing for 

insurance reimbursement (Rounds), 
Jan p 15 

  Texans leadership positions (Rounds), 
Aug p 15 

  Texans shine in Chicago (Rounds), Aug 
p 15 

  on zero tolerance for harassment 

(Rounds), Jan p 15 
 Medical Executive Lifetime Achievement 

Award presented to Greg Bernica 
(photo), Jan p 17 (Rounds) 

 Texan continues string of woman AMA 

presidents: Sue Bailey, MD, set to 
become AMA's third woman president 

in a row (photo), Aug pp 6–7 
 Texas Medicine Today: your legislative 

lifeline, Jan p 25 
 three Texans earn AMA honors (Rounds), Jan 

p 17 

 TMA to Congress: undo Medicare payment 
freeze (Rounds), Aug pp 10–12 

American Medical Association Foundation 
 Award for Health Education presented to 

Francisco G. Cigarroa, Jan p 17 

(Rounds) 
American Medical Association Litigation Center 

 finally settled: a Larado oncologist gets 
resolution in his lawsuit alleging two 

local hospitals tried to eliminate him as 

competition (Law), Dec pp 36–38 
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) 

 know your ADA obligations: for a refresher 
on disability accommodations, 

government resources and TMA can 
help (Law), Dec pp 36–38 

Amune, Anna 

 TMA Minority Scholarship recipient (Rounds), 
Jul p 16 (photo) 

Analgesics, Opioid 
 doctors drive new opioid laws: ten-day limit, 

PMP integration bring new 

considerations for prescribers 
(Legislative Affairs), Sep pp 26–28 

 prepare for new opioid rules and best 
practices (Imaging), Nov pp 31–33 

Anderson, Cheasty 
 rule of fear: misconceptions about broadened 

immigration rule deters migrants from 
seeking care, Nov pp 35–39 

Anderson, Lamar 

 swinging for fairness: law creates a new ball 
game for surprise billing (Legislative 

Affairs), Aug pp 30–31 
Anderson, Lori 

 receives 2018 HPV Vaccine is Cancer 
Prevention Champion award 

(Newsmakers), Mar p 17 

Anderson, Robert 
 what's killing Texans? distorted death 

statistics inaccurately portray how 
people are dying, Jun p 25 

Anti-Vaccination Movement. See also Vaccines and 

Vaccination 
 effectively counseling patients on influenza 

immunizations amid the anti-
vaccination movement (Commentary), 

Jul pp 4–5 
 mobilizing against measles; physicians face 

the worst national outbreak in decades, 

Jul pp 23–29 
 online anti-vaxxers don't deter Texas 

physician (Pulse), Jul p 10 
 [responding to skeptics], Jul pp 25–27 

 [weakness of anti-vaccine arguments], Jul pp 

25–27 
Arbitration. See Negotiating 

Archives, TMA 
 putting the "art" in artifact (Imaging), Jun p 

10 

Arden, Jonathan 
 what's killing Texans? distorted death 

statistics inaccurately portray how 
people are dying, Jun pp 25–29 

Armstrong, Neil 
 one giant step for physicians; a Texas 

physician's role in space-race medicine, 

Aug pp 32–35 
Arnold, Danielle 

 pediatrician turns her passion for expanding 
access to breast milk into leadership 

(Q&A), Sep p 6 

Arora, Sanjeev 
 ECHO-ing across Texas; for physicians in 

underserved areas, mentoring in 
specialty care could be a teleconference 

away, Feb pp 44–46 
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Arreola, Amanda 
 alternate regional delegate to AMA House, 

Jan p 15 (Rounds) 
Artificial Intelligence 

 the promise of artificial intelligence: many 

physicians fear AI could replace them, 
but it might just make their jobs easier, 

Oct pp 32–35 
 terminology, Oct p 34 

Ashby, Trent 
 education: planning for growth [2019 

legislative wrap-up], Aug p 21 

Asylum Seekers. See Refugees 
Attaya, Eman 

 Lubbock radiologist finds creative ways to 
introduce science to children (Q&A), 

Jan pp 17–18 (photo) 

Atwood, Missy 
 Dawn Duster examines new DNR law 

(Rounds), Mar pp 16–17 
Austin, Sara 

 scope of practice: shot down [2019 
legislative wrap-up], Aug p 24 

Austin Eye 

 fighting back: Austin practice wins court 
battle over hundreds of defamatory 

online reviews (Law), Sep pp 40–41 
Autism Spectrum Disorder 

 addressing autism; physicians can improve 

treatment of patients with autism by 
educating themselves and connecting 

families with resources, Dec p 41 
 autism defined, Dec p 43 

 improving autism services, Dec p 43 

 new autism benefit in Texas Medicaid, Dec p 
44 

Autistic Disorder 
 an in-your-face confrontation with the anti-

vaccine movement: Vaccines Did Not 
Cause Rachel's Autism, by Peter J. 

Hotez (Book Review), Feb pp 42–43 

 MMR-Autism myth: talk to patients about, 
Nov p 47 

Awards and Prizes 
 Anderson, Lori, receives 2018 HPV Vaccine is 

Cancer Prevention Champion award 

(Newsmakers), Mar p 17 
 Bernica, Greg, receives AMA Medical 

Executive Lifetime Achievement Award 
(photo), Jan p 17 (Rounds) 

 Callas, Ray, receives AMA Medal of Valor 
(photo), Jan p 17 (Rounds) 

 Cardenas, Carlos J., receives UT Medical 
Branch Ashbel Smith Distinguished 

Alumnus Award (photo), Aug p 10 
(Rounds) 

 Cigarroa, Francisco G., receives AMA 

Foundation award for health education 
(photo), Jan p 17 (Rounds) 

 Read, Don, receives TMA Distinguished 
Service Award (Rounds), Jul p 17 

(photo) 
 recipients of 2019 Ernest and Sarah Butler 

Awards for Excellence in Science 

Teaching (Rounds), Jul p 18 (photo) 
 Stoeltje, Melissa Fletcher, receives Anson 

Jones, MD Award for Texas Health 
Journalist of the Year, Dec p 18 

(Rounds) 

 three Texans earn AMA honors, Jan p 17 
(Rounds) 

 TMA honors health news reporting (Anson 
Jones, MD Awards), Jan pp 12–13 

(Rounds) 
 TMA Minority Scholarship recipients 

(Rounds), Jul p 16 (photo) 

Ayoub-Rodriquez, Lisa 
 borders without enough doctors: El Paso 

pediatricians fill a gap by volunteering 
care for asylum-seekers (photos), Apr 

pp 31–37 

Azar, Alex 
 UTHealth Tyler to develop psychiatric 

residency program (Rounds), Sep pp 
16–17 

B 

Bagg, Michael 
 firearms safety; Texas physicians find new 

ways to address a growing public 
health threat (photo), Aug pp 42–44 

Bailey, Sue 

 AMA house still "no" on single-payer 
(Rounds), Aug p 14 

 a dedicated professional: medicine says 
goodbye to former TMA president Hugh 

Lamensdorf, MD (Profile), Feb p 47 
 Texan continues string of woman AMA 

presidents; Sue Bailey, MD, set to 

become AMA's third woman president 
in a row (photo), Aug pp 6–7 

Baker, Ellen 
 ECHO-ing across Texas; for physicians in 

underserved areas, mentoring in 
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specialty care could be a teleconference 
away (photo), Feb pp 44–46 

Baker, James 
 prescription for addiction; primary care 

physicians play a bigger role in fighting 

substance use disorders, Mar p 42 
(photo) 

Banning, Tom 
 bypassing the middle man: medicine, 

business leaders push to allow 
physician dispensing in Texas 

(Legislative Affairs), Feb pp 28–31 

Barnard, Marialyn 
 final verdict? case tests trial court's ability to 

overturn a jury verdict (Law), Jun p 17 
Barrie, Umaru 

 you can't care for someone you don't 

understand; class helps medical 
students see care through their 

patients' eyes (Perspective), Feb pp 
40–43 (photo) 

Barzansky, Barbara 
 the making of a med school; three new ones 

are set to open soon, and it's not so 

easy, Mar pp 26–29 
Bauer, Matt 

 Medicare muzzle? new rules on local 
coverage determinations may make 

physicians reluctant to speak their 

minds, Jun p 44 
Baylor St. Luke's Medical Center, Houston 

 ECHO-ing across Texas; for physicians in 
underserved areas, mentoring in 

specialty care could be a teleconference 

away, Feb pp 44–46 
Beamer, Victoria 

 inspiring choices: African Americans are 
underrepresented in medicine; 

mentorship can help them choose 
medical careers, Jun pp 38–41 (photo) 

Becton, Dickinson and Company 

 artifact: 10-cc glass syringe (Looking Back), 
Apr p 4 (Pulse) 

Bedford, W.A. 
 1906: sometimes, money is the best 

medicine (Pulse), Apr p 4 

Beer 
 Two Docs craft beer brewing (Back Page), Jul 

p 48 
Behavioral Medicine 

 watching children's behavioral health care 
grow (Editor's Note), Mar p 2 

Beltran, Celia 
 the doctor – and lawyer – will see you now: 

medical-legal partnerships when 
treatment requires tools outside the 

exam room, Oct pp 36–38 

Benavidez, Mia 
 TMA Minority Scholarship recipient (Rounds), 

Jul p 16 (photo) 
Bennett, Kelly 

 how Texas physicians can improve health 
care for LGBTQ patients, Sep pp 21–25 

(photo) 

Bent Tree Family Physicians 
 out in the cold; practices blame health plan 

for major prompt-pay mess, Mar pp 
20–25 

Benz, Allison 

 pharmacy proposal could've broadened 
pharmacists' scope (Rounds), May pp 8, 

10 
 what's changing with the Texas PMP? here's 

what you need to know (Advertorial), 
Aug p 5 

Berdayes, Maria 

 anybody there? new TMA policy says health 
plans should not hold physicians 

responsible for AWOL Medicare 
Advantage patients (photo), Aug pp 

36–37 

Bernal, Diego 
 insurance: network solutions [2019 legislative 

wrap-up], Aug pp 18–19 
Bernath, Alexander 

 woodworker Alexander Bernath (Back Page), 

Aug p 48 
Bernica, Greg 

 receives AMA Medical Executive Lifetime 
Achievement Award (photo), Jan p 17 

(Rounds) 
Beutler, Jaime Herrera 

 [Preventing Maternal Deaths Act of 2018] to 

help improve data collection on 
maternal deaths (Rounds), Feb pp 15–

16 
Bicycling 

 saddle up that bike, pardner (Pulse), Jun p 7 

Black Men in White Coats 
 summit aims to recruit black males for 

medical schools (Rounds), Feb p 17 
Blogging 

 digital tools improve patient-physician 
communication (Rounds), Jul pp 17–18 
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Bonnen, Greg 
 closing a loophole; medicine works to clarify 

measure restricting MOC discrimination 
(Legislative Affairs), Mar pp 36–38 

(photo) 

 a healthy dose of medicine at the capitol 
(Imaging), Jan p 34 

 physician-lawmakers look ahead to 2021 
(Imaging), Nov p 33 

Book Reviews 
 Vaccines Did Not Cause Rachel's Autism 

(Hotez), Feb pp 42–43 

Bornstein, Sue 
 AMA Reference Committee on Legislation 

membership (Rounds), Jan p 16 
 value-based care working, panel says 

(Rounds), Mar p 16 

Borstein, Sue 
 firearms safety; Texas physicians find new 

ways to address a growing public 
health threat (photo), Aug pp 42–44 

Boston, Jessica 
 far-reaching implications: Texas' uninsured 

rate– the worst in the nation–creates 

troubling ripple effects (Legislative 
Affairs), Dec pp 26–28 

Botsford, Lindsay 
 easing the pain? Texas' settlement with 

Purdue Pharma could bring valuable 

funding to fight opioid crisis (Law), Nov 
pp 24–27 (photo) 

 prepare for new opioid rules and best 
practices (Imaging), Nov pp 31–33 

(photo) 

Bragg, David 
 the eight years' war: court sides with TMA in 

long-running chiropractic case on 
vestibular testing (Law), Feb pp 32–33 

(photo) 
Brahmaroutu, Ankita 

 regional representative to AMA House, Jan p 

15 (Rounds) 
Breast Feeding 

 pediatrician Danielle Arnold turns her passion 
for expanding access to breast milk into 

leadership (Q&A), Sep p 6 

Breeze, Juliet 
 bypassing the middle man: medicine, 

business leaders push to allow 
physician dispensing in Texas 

(Legislative Affairs), Feb pp 28–31 

Briggs, Emily 
 far-reaching implications: Texas' uninsured 

rate–the worst in the nation–creates 
troubling ripple effects (Legislative 

Affairs), Dec pp 26–28 

 initiatives to protect Texas mothers, children 
(Rounds), Mar pp 14–16 (photo) 

Brinker, Andrew 
 recipient of 2019 Ernest and Sarah Butler 

Awards for Excellence in Science 
Teaching (Rounds), Jul p 18 (photo) 

Brown, David M. 

 Medicare muzzle? new rules on local 
coverage determinations may make 

physicians reluctant to speak their 
minds, Jun p 45 

Bruel, Brian 

 easing the pain? Texas' settlement with 
Purdue Pharma could bring valuable 

funding to fight opioid crisis (Law), Nov 
pp 24–27 

Bruggeman, Adam 
 opioids and pharmacy: PMP extension 

granted [2019 legislative wrap-up] 

(photo), Aug p 22 
 prepare for new opioid rules and best 

practices (Imaging), Nov pp 31–33 
(photo) 

Bryant, Cathy 

 don't try this at work: security risk analysis 
for MIPS, HIPPA is not a do-it-yourself 

project; TMA can help, Jul pp 38–40 
Buckingham, Dawn 

 closing a loophole; medicine works to clarify 

measure restricting MOC discrimination 
(Legislative Affairs), Mar pp 36–38 

 education: planning for growth [2019 
legislative wrap-up], Aug p 21 

 a healthy dose of medicine at the capitol 
(Imaging), Jan p 34 

 physician-lawmakers look ahead to 2021 

(Imaging), Nov p 33 
 scope of practice: shot down [2019 

legislative wrap-up], Aug p 24 
Bunch, Jimmy 

 AMA Medical Student Section officers 

(Rounds), Aug p 15 
Bunnell, Paul 

 ECHO-ing across Texas; for physicians in 
underserved areas, mentoring in 

specialty care could be a teleconference 
away, Feb pp 44–46 
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Buprenorphine 
 [prescription drugs for substance abuse], Mar 

pp 42–43 
Burgess, Michael C. 

 a healthy dose of medicine at the capitol 

(Imaging), Jan p 34 
 [Improving Access to Maternity Care Act] 

sends physicians to areas that need 
maternity care (Rounds), Feb p 15 

 [Preventing Maternal Deaths Act of 2018] to 
help improve data collection on 

maternal deaths (Rounds), Feb pp 15–

16 
 swinging for fairness: law creates a new ball 

game for surprise billing (Legislative 
Affairs), Aug pp 30–31 

Burnout, Professional 

 moral injury: the pandemic for physicians 
(Commentary), Mar pp 4–7 

 Texas burnout by the numbers (Pulse), Mar p 
10 

 working toward wellness: TMA's Physician 
Health and Wellness Exchange helps 

physicians find ways to fight burnout, 

Jun pp 30–31 
Burrow, Rodney 

 appointed chairman of Correctional Managed 
Health Care Committee (Newsmakers), 

Jan p 13 (Rounds) 

Butler, Ernest 
 recipients of 2019 Ernest and Sarah Butler 

Awards for Excellence in Science 
Teaching (Rounds), Jul p 18 (photo) 

Butler, Sarah 

 recipients of 2019 Ernest and Sarah Butler 
Awards for Excellence in Science 

Teaching (Rounds), Jul p 18 (photo) 

C 

Calhoun, Kirk A. 

 UTHealth Tyler to develop psychiatric 
residency program (Rounds), Sep pp 

16–17 
Callas, Ray 

 AG: CRNAs can't administer anesthesia 
unless physician delegates it (Rounds), 

Nov p 14 

 AMA house still "no" on single-payer 
(Rounds), Aug p 14 

 receives AMA Medal of Valor (photo), Jan p 
17 (Rounds) 

 on retroactive credentialing for insurance 

reimbursement, Jan p 15 (Rounds) 

Callender, David 
 named president and CEO, Memorial 

Hermann Health System (Newsmakers), 
Sep p 17 (Rounds) 

Camarano, Joseph 

 alternate regional delegate to AMA House 
(Rounds), Jan pp 15–16 

 AMA Medical Student Section officers 
(Rounds), Aug p 15 

Campbell, Donna 
 a healthy dose of medicine at the capitol 

(Imaging), Jan p 34 

 insurance: network solutions [2019 legislative 
wrap-up], Aug pp 18–19 (photo) 

 medicine's monthly bullhorn: First Tuesdays 
offer valuable face time and even some 

fun (Legislative Affairs), Apr pp 24–27 

 [on increase in childhood obesity] (Pulse), Jul 
p 10 

Campos, Luis 
 system failure; Houston practices fight for 

payment after insurer's technological 
disaster, Oct pp 28–29 

Cancer Prevention and Research Institute of Texas 

(CPRIT) 
 CPRIT: Texas' secret weapon against cancer 

(Commentary), Oct pp 4–5 
 CPRIT's progress, 2009 to present, Oct p 22 

 ECHO-ing across Texas; for physicians in 

underserved areas, mentoring in 
specialty care could be a teleconference 

away, Feb pp 44–46 
 vote for CPRIT on Nov. 5, Nov p 22 

 vote for CPRIT; the fate of Texas' cancer-

fighting agency rests on a November 
referendum, Oct pp 18–23 

 vote for Proposition 6 on Nov. 5, Oct p 19 
Cancer Screening. See Early Detection of Cancer 

Cannabidiol (CBD) 
 CBD 101, Sep p44 

 clearing the air on cannabis: new Texas laws 

loosened rules on the use of cannabis 
oil, creating new challenges for 

physicians, Sep pp 42–44 
 TMA urges public education on hemp-based 

products (Rounds), Dec pp 16–17 

Cannabis 
 clearing the air on cannabis: new Texas laws 

loosened rules on the use of cannabis 
oil, creating new challenges for 

physicians, Sep pp 42–44 
 TMA urges public education on hemp-based 

products (Rounds), Dec pp 16–17 
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Cardenas, Carlos J. 
 medicine's soft-spoken champion: TMA past 

president Don Read, MD, died March 21 
after a short battle with cancer 

(Profile), May p 48 

 receives UT Medical Branch Ashbel Smith 
Distinguished Alumnus Award (photo), 

Aug p 10 (Rounds) 
Cardiovascular Diseases 

 pushups: an easy way to measure heart 
health? (Pulse), Apr p 6 

Carhart, John Wesley 

 the long lost speech; letter discovered in 
TMA archives offers glimpse into 19th 

century surgery, Feb pp 37–39 
Carlisle, George M. 

 tonsillectomies for better health,1926 

(Looking Back), Dec p 12 
Carlton, Brint 

 setting the record straight; Supreme Court 
curtails TMB's over-sanctioning of 

physician for death-certificate 
registration mistake, Aug pp 38–40 

Carpenter, Scott 

 one giant step for physicians; a Texas 
physician's role in space-race medicine, 

Aug pp 32–35 
Carrasco, Alejandra 

 [foods improving cardiac health] (Pulse), Feb 

p 6 
Cause of Death 

 what's killing Texans? distorted death 
statistics inaccurately portray how 

people are dying, Jun pp 23–29 

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) 
 AMA House opposition to misapplication of 

guideline for prescribing opioids 
(Rounds), Jan pp 14–15 

 [drownings in children], Jul p 6 
 feds bolster Texas efforts to combat maternal 

mortality (Rounds), Nov pp 14–15 

 notifiable conditions (Pulse), Nov p 8 
 vaping-related lung illnesses rise (Rounds), 

Nov pp 15–16 
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) 

 be on the lookout for MIPS audit request 

(Rounds), Aug p 10 
 buying time; medicine's warnings prompt 

CMS to delay dramatic coding and 
payment changes, Jan pp 36–39 

 did these Medicare missteps affect your 
claims? (Rounds), Jun pp 14–15 

 EHR rules could add to physicians' costs, 
burdens (Rounds), Aug pp 12–13 

 getting paid for end-of-life care discussions 
with patients (Pulse), Sep p 10 

 Medicare muzzle? new rules on local 

coverage determinations may make 
physicians reluctant to speak their 

minds, Jun pp 44–45 
 MIPS audit? what you need to know 

(Rounds), Feb pp 17–18 
 more pain for small shops? proposed QPP 

rule for 2020 raises concerns about 

more payment penalties, new costs, 
Oct pp 24–26 

 QPP: a false impression; TMA, other societies 
say CMS report inflates success of QPP, 

leaves out essential data, Jun pp 32–37 

 United Healthcare cuts consults; the policy 
change could hit specialists hard and 

set a trend for other private payers, Jul 
pp 36–37 

 yes, you do have to comply with a MIPS 
audit request (Rounds), Oct pp 14–15 

Cerise, Fred 

 you can't care for someone you don't 
understand; class helps medical 

students see care through their 
patients' eyes (Perspective), Feb pp 

40–43 

Certification 
 closing a loophole; medicine works to clarify 

measure restricting MOC discrimination 
(Legislative Affairs), Mar pp 36–38 

 [House resolutions on MOC] (Rounds), Jul p 

15 
 MOC replacement plan needs teeth, TMA 

says, Mar p 38 
 TMA MOC White Paper, Mar p 36 

Chang, Joshua 
 the promise of artificial intelligence: many 

physicians fear AI could replace them, 

but it might just make their jobs easier, 
Oct pp 32–35 

Chantilis, Cheryl 
 TMA foundation announces 2019 gala leaders 

(Rounds), Apr p 14 (photo) 

Chantilis, Samuel 
 [House resolutions and debate on 

personhood] (Rounds), Jul p 16 
 TMA foundation announces 2019 gala leaders 

(Rounds), Apr p 14 (photo) 
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Charities 
 help colleagues through Physicians 

Benevolent Fund, Dec pp 18–19 
(Rounds) 

Cheeks, Eddie Lynn 

 no docs of all trades; court's rejection of 
expert report highlights tort reform's 

continuing impact (Law), Oct pp 42–44 
Childers, Jacob 

 telemedicine: valuable but "not a panacea" 
(Imaging), Nov pp 29–30 (photo) 

Children 

 food allergies in children: it really is a public 
health problem (Q&A), Dec pp 6–7 

Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) 
 contraception not covered under, Jan p 28 

 as TMA legislative priority, Jan p 22 

Children's Medical Clinics of East Texas 
 quality care pilot takes flight: how one 

children's clinic uses a target program 
to dramatically improve care, lower 

costs, Sep pp 30–33 
Childs, Tilden 

 AMA Reference Committee on Legislation 

membership (Rounds), Jan p 16 
 specialties list scope, balance billing among 

top targets for 2019 (Rounds), Feb p 14 
Chiropractic 

 the eight years' war: court sides with TMA in 

long-running chiropractic case on 
vestibular testing (Law), Feb pp 32–33 

(photo) 
 scope of practice: shot down [2019 

legislative wrap-up], Aug p 24 

Chronic Disease 
 five best practices for more effective use of 

ambulatory electronic health records to 
manage chronic disease (Journal), Sep 

p 4 
Chung, Pamela E. 

 Hard Hats for Little Heads turns 25 (Rounds), 

May p 12 
Chung, Wendy 

 mobilizing against measles; physicians face 
the worst national outbreak in decades, 

Jul pp 23–29 

Ciammaichella, Ellia 
 buying time; medicine's warnings prompt 

CMS to delay dramatic coding and 
payment changes, Jan pp 36–39 

(photo) 
 delegate to AMA House from Resident and 

Fellow section (Rounds), Jan p 16 

Cigarroa, Francisco G. 
 receives AMA Foundation award for health 

education (photo), Jan p 17 (Rounds) 
Citizenship and Immigration Services, U.S. 

 the rule and its exceptions, Nov p 36 

 rule of fear: misconceptions about broadened 
immigration rule deters migrants from 

seeking care, Nov pp 35–39 
Civil Defense 

 artifact: civil defense sanitation kit (Looking 
Back), Aug p 9 (Pulse) 

Clark, Donna 

 warning: watch your referrals; new anti-
kickback law further restricts referral-

based compensation (Law), Oct pp 40–
41 

Clinical Protocols 

 faulty guidelines (Commentary), Jun p 4 
Cobos, David 

 what's killing Texans? distorted death 
statistics inaccurately portray how 

people are dying, Jun p 27 
Collins, Michael 

 one giant step for physicians; a Texas 

physician's role in space-race medicine, 
Aug pp 32–35 

Colorectal Neoplasms 
 colorectal cancer screening: role of family 

physicians (Journal), Feb p 4 

Colorectal Neoplasms, Hereditary Nonpolyposis 
 screening families of North Texans to identify 

persons with an increased risk for 
cancer due to Lynch Syndrome 

(Journal), Dec p 5 

Combs, Shanna 
 AIMing to save lives: Texas' maternal death 

rate is still high, and public health 
officials are betting that more 

standardized care will bring it down, 
Apr p 21 

Commission on Osteopathic College Accreditation 

(COCA) 
 the making of a med school; three new ones 

are set to open soon, and it's not so 
easy, Mar pp 26–29 

Computers 

 1986: when a mouse was just a rodent 
(Looking Back), Feb p 10 (Pulse) 

Confidentiality 
 breaking up is hard to do; physicians 

subpoenaed in divorce cases face 
unique challenges (Law), Mar pp 30–31 
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Constable, Petra 
 you can't care for someone you don't 

understand; class helps medical 
students see care through their 

patients' eyes (Perspective), Feb pp 

40–43 
Consumer Advocacy 

 Hard Hats for Little Heads advocates Alan 
Howell and Martha Howell (Q&A), Feb 

pp 20–21 (photo) 
Cooksey, Kevin 

 bypassing the middle man: medicine, 

business leaders push to allow 
physician dispensing in Texas 

(Legislative Affairs), Feb pp 28–31 
Cooley, Denton A. 

 bad blood between two legendary heart 

surgeons (1983), Jun p 9 (Pulse) 
Cooper, Brent 

 final verdict? case tests trial court's ability to 
overturn a jury verdict (Law), Jun pp 

17–18 
Cooper, M. Brett 

 how Texas physicians can improve health 

care for LGBTQ patients, Sep pp 21–25 
Coroners and Medical Examiners 

 what's killing Texans? distorted death 
statistics inaccurately portray how 

people are dying, Jun pp 23–29 

Correctional Managed Health Care Committee 
 Rodney Burrow named chairman of 

(Newsmakers), Jan p 13 (Rounds) 
Coverage Advisory Committees (CACs) 

 Medicare muzzle? new rules on local 

coverage determinations may make 
physicians reluctant to speak their 

minds, Jun pp 42–45 
Cox, Sue 

 Dell Med's "growth year": medical school's 
innovative curriculum just hit one of its 

biggest mileposts, Jul pp 42–44 

Craddick, Christi 
 chair, Texas Railroad Commission (Imaging), 

Mar p 34 
Credentialing 

 AMA House on retroactive credentialing for 

insurance reimbursement (Rounds), Jan 
p 15 

 are you eligible for expedited credentialing? 
(Rounds), Oct pp 16–17 

Criminal Behavior 
 alert: scammers demanding bogus fines for 

drug purchases (Rounds), Jun pp 13–
14 

Crow, Christopher 

 anybody there? new TMA policy says health 
plans should not hold physicians 

responsible for AWOL Medicare 
Advantage patients (photo), Aug pp 

36–37 
Cruz, David 

 out of physicians' hands: TMA seeks to tackle 

unfairness of quality measures on 
medication adherence (Quality), Dec pp 

30–34 (photo) 
Culpepper, Guy 

 out in the cold; practices blame health plan 

for major prompt-pay mess, Mar pp 
20–25 

Cultural Diversity 
 diversity in medicine: by the numbers, Jun p 

40 
 inspiring choices: African Americans are 

underrepresented in medicine; 

mentorship can help them choose 
medical careers, Jun pp 39–41 

Cunningham, Eric 
 Two Docs craft beer brewing (Back Page), Jul 

p 48 

Cunningham, Joe 
 the promise of artificial intelligence: many 

physicians fear AI could replace them, 
but it might just make their jobs easier, 

Oct pp 32–35 

Curran, Douglas W. 
 [access to affordable health care] (Pulse), 

Feb p 6 
 AG: CRNAs can't administer anesthesia 

unless physician delegates it (Rounds), 
Nov p 14 

 on call at the capitol; TMA charts ambitious 

course for 2019 legislative session, Jan 
p 22 

 Curran's 10 rules of respect, May p 30 
 Dr. Curran's great legacy: civility, May p 30 

 Medicaid: reforms, but no raise [2019 

legislative wrap-up], Aug p 23 
 [on MOC replacement plan], Mar p 38 

 on physicians elected to Legislature, Jan p 34 
 rule of fear: misconceptions about broadened 

immigration rule deters migrants from 
seeking care, Nov pp 35–39 

 TMA president (Imaging), Mar p 34 
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 TMA: ruling on ACA offers pathway to 
improvement (Rounds), Feb pp 16–17 

Current Procedural Terminology 
 getting paid for end-of-life care discussions 

with patients (Pulse), Sep p 10 

 United Healthcare cuts consults; the policy 
change could hit specialists hard and 

set a trend for other private payers, Jul 
pp 36–37 

Cyclonic Storms 
 tropical storms' health effects (Pulse), Dec p 

10 

D 
Darrouzet, Michael J. 

 big shoes to fill, but a clear path to follow 
(Editor's Note), Oct p 2 

 Michael J. Darrouzet takes over as TMA chief 

executive (Q&A), Nov pp 6–7 (photo) 
Das, Tara 

 TxEVER: not great but getting better, Jun p 
28 

Davis, Brad 

 searching for a better online reputation; what 
people see on the internet can bring in 

– or drive away – patients, Apr pp 39–
43 

Davis, Genevieve 
 out in the cold; practices blame health plan 

for major prompt-pay mess, Mar p 25 

Davis, Sarah 
 Medicaid: reforms, but no raise [2019 

legislative wrap-up], Aug p 23 
 new syphilis testing requirements during 

pregnancy in effect (Rounds), Nov pp 

15–16 
Davis Genevieve 

 Medicare muzzle? new rules on local 
coverage determinations may make 

physicians reluctant to speak their 

minds, Jun pp 44–45 
Day, Andrew 

 most valuable team; managing nonphysician 
staff efficiently can help boost patient 

care and bottom line (photo), May pp 
34–36 

Dean, Wendy 

 moral injury: the pandemic for physicians 
(Commentary), Mar p 6 

Death Certificates 
 death and certificates [diagram of process], 

Jun p 26 

 setting the record straight; Supreme Court 
curtails TMB's over-sanctioning of 

physician for death-certificate 
registration mistake, Aug pp 38–40 

 what's killing Texans? distorted death 

statistics inaccurately portray how 
people are dying, Jun pp 23–29 

DeBakey, Michael 
 bad blood between two legendary heart 

surgeons (1983), Jun p 9 (Pulse) 
Decision Making 

 moral injury: the pandemic for physicians 

(Commentary), Mar pp 4–7 
Delegation, Professional 

 delegation of duties [TMA tools], May p 36 
 most valuable team; managing nonphysician 

staff efficiently can help boost patient 

care and bottom line, May pp 34–36 
Delgado, Evelyn 

 legislative priorities of TWHC for 2019, Jan p 
22 

 leveraging LARCs; long-acting reversible 
contraceptives are a growing part of 

Texas' solution, Jan pp 26–29 

Delivery of Health Care 
 moral injury: the pandemic for physicians 

(Commentary), Mar pp 4–7 
 officials lay out blueprint for making Texas 

healthier (Rounds), Dec p 16 

 what's ruining medicine? (Pulse), Dec p 10 
Department of State Health Services (DSHS) 

 vaping-related lung illnesses rise (Rounds), 
Nov pp 15–16 

Desai, Mounang 

 on insurance-related issues (TMA physician 
survey), May p 20 

Deshpande, Salil 
 reappointment to THS Authority Board of 

Directors (Newsmakers), Sep p 17 
(Rounds) 

Deuell, Bob 

 bypassing the middle man: medicine, 
business leaders push to allow 

physician dispensing in Texas 
(Legislative Affairs), Feb p 30 

Devine, John P. 

 high court decision brings favorable wind for 
physician experts (Rounds), Apr p 10 

Dhudhsia, Neha 
 Women in Medicine section gets down to 

business, Nov pp 28–29 
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Dickey, Nancy 
 Texan continues string of woman AMA 

presidents. Sue Bailey, MD, set to 
become AMA's third woman president 

in a row (photo), Aug pp 6–7 

Dimino, Rakhi 
 AIMing to save lives: Texas' maternal death 

rate is still high, and public health 
officials are betting that more 

standardized care will bring it down 
(photo), Apr p 22 

Diphtheria 

 talk to patients about, Jul p 47 
Disaster Planning 

 deadly plane crash (1977) shines light on 
value of disaster plans (Pulse), Aug p 9 

 prepare for disasters with TMA's help 

(Rounds), Nov p 17 
Disasters 

 TMA exhibit explores disasters that helped 
shape Texas medicine (Pulse), Feb p 8 

Disinfection 
 when barbershop sterility didn't make the cut 

(1909), Jul p 13 (Pulse) 

Distracted Driving 
 [types of driving distractions] (Pulse), Aug p 

8 
Dollar, Hunaid 

 system failure; Houston practices fight for 

payment after insurer's technological 
disaster, Oct pp 28–29 

Dollar, Qudsia 
 system failure; Houston practices fight for 

payment after insurer's technological 

disaster, Oct pp 28–29 
Domas, Peter 

 warning: watch your referrals; new anti-
kickback law further restricts referral-

based compensation (Law), Oct pp 40–
41 

Domestic Violence 

 how to ask about (Law), Mar p 31 
Driver, Larry 

 hats off to hard hats: help celebrate 25 years 
of keeping Texas children's heads safe 

(Imaging), Oct pp 28–29 

Drowning 
 keeping kids safe in and around the water: 

new guidelines from the American 
Academy of Pediatrics (Commentary), 

Jul pp 6–7 
Drug Addiction. See Substance-Related Disorders 

Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA) 
 alert: scammers demanding bogus fines for 

drug purchases (Rounds), Jun pp 13–
14 

 Google your way to disposing of unused 

drugs? (Rounds), May pp 10–12 
Drug Overdose 

 new electronic form for reporting certain 
drug overdoses (Rounds), Sep p 19 

Drug Prescriptions 
 artifact: hand-written prescriptions (Looking 

Back), Feb p 10 

 doctors drive new opioid laws: ten-day limit, 
PMP integration bring new 

considerations for prescribers 
(Legislative Affairs), Sep pp 26–28 

 order Texas' new prescription forms soon to 

stay compliant (Rounds), Apr pp 10–12 
 prepare for new opioid rules and best 

practices (Imaging), Nov pp 31–33 
 prescription for addiction; primary care 

physicians play a bigger role in fighting 
substance use disorders, Mar pp 42–43 

 [prescriptive authority for non-physicians] 

(Legislative Affairs), Apr pp 18–19 
 scope of practice issues (TMA physician 

survey), May p 19 
 specialties list scope, balance billing among 

top targets for 2019 (Rounds), Feb p 14 

 standalone e-prescribing, Sep p 28 
 Texas prepares to sign off on the Prescription 

Monitoring Program, May p 31 
Drug Recalls 

 out of physicians' hands: TMA seeks to tackle 

unfairness of quality measures on 
medication adherence (Quality), Dec p 

32 
Drug Take Back Day 

 Google your way to disposing of unused 
drugs? (Rounds), May pp 10–12 

Duchicela, Jorge 

 unfair playing field? facility-based scoring in 
QPP may hurt physicians who aren't 

hospital-affiliated (photo), Apr pp 44–
46 

Dyrstad, Sara 

 TMA creates Women in Medicine Section 
(Rounds), Jul p 14 (photo) 

E 
Early Detection of Cancer 

 colorectal cancer screening: role of family 

physicians (Journal), Feb p 4 
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Ebo-Anagor, Frances 
 making telemedicine work: recent trends and 

new TMA-backed laws are about to 
reshape physicians' practices (photo), 

Aug pp 26,  29 

E-Cigarettes. See Electronic Nicotine Delivery 
Systems 

Eckhardt, S. Gail 
 vote for CPRIT; the fate of Texas' cancer-

fighting agency rests on a November 
referendum, Oct pp 20–23 

Economics, Medical 

 buying time; medicine's warnings prompt 
CMS to delay dramatic coding and 

payment changes, Jan pp 36–39 
 Medicare muzzle? new rules on local 

coverage determinations may make 

physicians reluctant to speak their 
minds, Jun pp 42–45 

 quality care pilot takes flight: how one 
children's clinic uses a target program 

to dramatically improve care, lower 
costs, Sep pp 30–33 

 system failure; Houston practices fight for 

payment after insurer's technological 
disaster, Oct pp 28–29 

 United Healthcare cuts consults; the policy 
change could hit specialists hard and 

set a trend for other private payers, Jul 

pp 36–37 
Education, Medical 

 Dell Med's "growth year": medical school's 
innovative curriculum just hit one of its 

biggest mileposts, Jul pp 42–44 

 diversity in medicine: by the numbers, Jun p 
40 

 education: planning for growth [2019 
legislative wrap-up], Aug p 21 

 inspiring choices: African Americans are 
underrepresented in medicine; 

mentorship can help them choose 

medical careers, Jun pp 38–41 
 the making of a med school; three new ones 

are set to open soon, and it's not so 
easy, Mar pp 26–29 

 relationship between intent to vaccinate and 

education and knowledge of human 
papillomavirus among medical school 

faculty and students in Texas (Journal), 
Jan p 4 

 TMA Minority Scholarship Program, Jun p 39 

 unlocking doors; TMA's Minority Scholarship 
program connects students with 

physician mentors, Sep pp 36–38 
 you can't care for someone you don't 

understand; class helps medical 

students see care through their 
patients' eyes (Perspective), Feb pp 

40–43 
Education, Medical, Continuing 

 coding and documentation, Jul p 37 
 ECHO-ing across Texas; for physicians in 

underserved areas, mentoring in 

specialty care could be a teleconference 
away, Feb pp 44–46 

 these five stages define colleague 
relationships (Pulse), Jan p 6 

Edwards, Kimberly Avila 

 firearms safety; Texas physicians find new 
ways to address a growing public 

health threat, Aug pp 42–43 
Egner, Thorbjorn 

 artifact: dental stamps, Norway 1984 
(Looking Back), Sep p 13 (Pulse) 

Electronic Devices 

 these passwords get a failing grade (Pulse), 
Jun p 7 

Electronic Health Records 
 American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 

2009 and, Feb p 25 

 digital tools improve patient-physician 
communication (Rounds), Jul pp 17–18 

 doctors drive new opioid laws: ten-day limit, 
PMP integration bring new 

considerations for prescribers 

(Legislative Affairs), Sep pp 26–28 
 EHR rules could add to physicians' costs, 

burdens (Rounds), Aug pp 12–13 
 five best practices for more effective use of 

ambulatory electronic health records to 
manage chronic disease (Journal), Sep 

p 4 

 Greenway clients entitled to free EHR 
upgrade after fraud settlement 

(Rounds), Apr pp 13–14 
 how user-friendly is your EHR? TMA can help 

(Rounds), Oct p 17 

 [improving accuracy of death certificates], 
Jun p 29 

 key 2015 CEHRT updates, Jan p 41 
 making the CEHRT switch; EHR software 

upgrade required for Medicare, 
Medicaid incentive payment programs, 

Jan pp 40–42 
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 practice management issues (TMA physician 
survey), May p 23 

 quality care pilot takes flight: how one 
children's clinic uses a target program 

to dramatically improve care, lower 

costs, Sep pp 30–33 
 streamlining clinical workflows: integrating 

the Texas PMP into EHRs (Advertorial), 
Oct p 39 

 what's changing with the Texas PMP? here's 
what you need to know (Advertorial), 

Aug p 5 

 your EHR upgrade checklist, Jan p 42 
Electronic Nicotine Delivery Systems 

 teen tobacco use rising (Pulse), May p 6 
Electronystagmography 

 the eight years' war: court sides with TMA in 

long-running chiropractic case on 
vestibular testing (Law), Feb pp 32–33 

Eledge, Jonathan 
 alternate regional delegate to AMA House, 

Jan p 15 (Rounds) 
Elguindy, Mahmoud 

 you can't care for someone you don't 

understand; class helps medical 
students see care through their 

patients' eyes (Perspective), Feb pp 
40–43 (photo) 

Eliminating Kickbacks in Recovery Act of 2018 

(EKRA) 
 warning: watch your referrals; new anti-

kickback law further restricts referral-
based compensation (Law), Oct pp 40–

41 

Embrick, Richard 
 recipient of 2019 Ernest and Sarah Butler 

Awards for Excellence in Science 
Teaching (Rounds), Jul p 18 (photo) 

Emergency Medical Services 
 [on Emergency Triage, Treat, and Transport 

(ET3)] (Pulse), Aug p 8 

Emigrants and Immigrants 
 rule of fear: misconceptions about broadened 

immigration rule deters migrants from 
seeking care, Nov pp 35–39 

Emmick, Robert Jr. 

 service on AMA Committee on Rules and 
Credentials (Rounds), Aug p 15 

End-of-Life Care. See Terminal Care 
Epidemiology 

 by the numbers [Texas health rankings] 
(Pulse), Sep p 12 

Eppes, Catherine 
 AIMing to save lives: Texas' maternal death 

rate is still high, and public health 
officials are betting that more 

standardized care will bring it down, 

Apr p 23 
Ethics, Medical 

 medical futility law sustained; court tosses 
out challenge to ethics committee 

review of end-of-life care (Law), Jun pp 
18–19 

 moral injury: the pandemic for physicians 

(Commentary), Mar pp 4–7 
Evidence-Based Medicine 

 TMA supports evidence-based care for 
LGBTQ youth (Rounds), Oct p 17 

Exercise 

 in the long run, more steps equals better 
health (Editor's Note), Dec p 2 

 pushups: an easy way to measure heart 
health? (Pulse), Apr p 6 

Exhibits 
 playing doctor: portrayals of medicine in 

popular culture, Dec p 48 

 TMA exhibit explores disasters that helped 
shape Texas medicine (Pulse), Feb p 8 

Expedition Medicine 
 extreme medicine: UTMB medical students 

learn how to improvise while treating 

patients in unusual and potentially 
dangerous situations, Dec pp 21–25 

Expert Testimony 
 breaking up is hard to do; physicians 

subpoenaed in divorce cases face 

unique challenges (Law), Mar pp 30–31 
 high court decision brings favorable wind for 

physician experts (Rounds), Apr p 10 
Extreme Medicine 

 UTMB medical students learn how to 
improvise while treating patients in 

unusual and potentially dangerous 

situations, Dec pp 21–25 
 where to get training, Dec p 25 

F 
Faculty, Medical 

 relationship between intent to vaccinate and 

education and knowledge of human 
papillomavirus among medical school 

faculty and students in Texas (Journal), 
Jan p 4 
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Farrar, Jessica 
 maternal health roadblock [2019 legislative 

wrap-up], Aug p 20 
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 

 last call for intoxicated pilots (Pulse), Jan p 

10 
Fees and Charges 

 big noises, big issues: health care takes 
center stage one year out from 2020 

election [surprise medical bills], Nov pp 
20–212 

 medicine to Congress: don't give health plans 

more leverage (Rounds), Dec p 12 
Felps, Robert 

 don't try this at work: security risk analysis 
for MIPS, HIPPA is not a do-it-yourself 

project; TMA can help, Jul pp 38–40 

Fiesinger, Troy 
 prepare for new opioid rules and best 

practices (Imaging), Nov pp 31–33 
(photo) 

 rule of fear: misconceptions about broadened 
immigration rule deters migrants from 

seeking care, Nov pp 35–39 

Finch, Dan 
 on call at the capitol; TMA charts ambitious 

course for 2019 legislative session, Jan 
pp 24–25 

 respecting the roles: TMA battles another 

round of scope-of-practice bills while 
preaching team-based care (Legislative 

Affairs), Apr pp 17–19 
Fine, Robert 

 all together now; health care mergers 

reshape the way Texas physicians 
practice, Feb pp 22–27 (photo) 

Firearms 
 by the numbers: 2017 firearms statistics, Aug 

p 43 
 firearms safety; Texas physicians find new 

ways to address a growing public 

health threat, Aug pp 42–44 
Fite, Diana L. 

 final verdict? case tests trial court's ability to 
overturn a jury verdict (Law), Jun pp 

16–18 

 [installation as TMA vice-president] (Rounds), 
Jul p 17 (photo) 

 Texan continues string of woman AMA 
presidents; Sue Bailey, MD, set to 

become AMA's third woman president 
in a row, Aug pp 6–7 

Fleeger, David C. 
 AMA House on retroactive credentialing for 

insurance reimbursement (Rounds), Oct 
p 17 

 on detention facilities in Texas (Pulse), Sep p 

8 
 on firearms violence (Pulse), Oct p 8 

 a focused leader: incoming TMA president 
David Fleeger, MD, sets his sights on 

protecting the patient-physician 
relationship and equipping physicians 

for sea changes affecting medicine 

(photo), May pp 24–27 
 [installation as TMA president] (Rounds), Jul 

p 17 (photo) 
 moving on: John Zerwas, MD, trades politics 

for academics, but likely will remain a 

voice of influence (Profile), Oct p 48 
 officials lay out blueprint for making Texas 

healthier (Rounds), Dec p 16 
 [on Texas A&M vaping ban] (Pulse), Dec p 8 

 photos with Fleeger (Imaging), May pp 28–
29 

 physician-legislator Rep. John Zerwas, MD, 

steps down, joins UT system (Rounds), 
Sep pp 14–15 

 QPP, a false impression: TMA, other societies 
say CMS report inflates success of QPP, 

leaves out essential data, Jun pp 32, 34 

(photo), 37 
 surprise billing rules must be fair to 

physicians (Rounds), Sep pp 14–15 
 TMA creates Women in Medicine Section 

(Rounds), Jul p 14 

 Women in Medicine section gets down to 
business, Nov pp 28–29 

Flores, John 
 all together now; health care mergers 

reshape the way Texas physicians 
practice, Feb pp 22–27 (photo) 

 buying time; medicine's warnings prompt 

CMS to delay dramatic coding and 
payment changes, Jan pp 36–39 

Floyd, Gary 
 firearms safety; Texas physicians find new 

ways to address a growing public 

health threat (photo), Aug pp 42–44 
Flynn, Stuart 

 the making of a med school; three new ones 
are set to open soon, and it's not so 

easy, Mar pp 26–29 (photo) 
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 TCU–UNTHSC School of Medicine 
inauguration day (Imaging), Sep pp 

34–35 
Fonseca, Renita 

 extreme medicine: UTMB medical students 

learn how to improvise while treating 
patients in unusual and potentially 

dangerous situations, Dec pp 21–25 
Food 

 [foods improving cardiac health] (Pulse), Feb 
p 6 

Food Hypersensititivity 

 food allergies in children: it really is a public 
health problem (Q&A), Dec pp 6–7 

Forbes, Michelle 
 addressing autism; physicians can improve 

treatment of patients with autism by 

educating themselves and connecting 
families with resources (photo), Dec pp 

42–44 
Forms and Records Control 

 Medicare enrollment application revised 
(Rounds), Apr pp 12–13 

 new electronic form for reporting certain 

drug overdoses (Rounds), Sep p 19 
 order Texas' new prescription forms soon to 

stay compliant (Rounds), Apr pp 10–12 
 TMA secures changes to proposed informed 

consent forms (Rounds), Feb p 15 

Fortner, Patrick 
 the eight years' war: court sides with TMA in 

long-running chiropractic case on 
vestibular testing (Law), Feb pp 32–33 

(photo) 

Foster, Roshni 
 searching for a better online reputation; what 

people see on the internet can bring in 
– or drive away – patients, Apr pp 39–

43 
Foster, Samuel 

 searching for a better online reputation; what 

people see on the internet can bring in 
– or drive away – patients, Apr pp 39–

43 
Fowler, Josephine 

 Women in Medicine section gets down to 

business, Nov pp 28–29 
Foxhall, Lewis 

 vote for CPRIT; the fate of Texas' cancer-
fighting agency rests on a November 

referendum, Oct pp 20–23 

Franke, Craig 
 prescription for addiction; primary care 

physicians play a bigger role in fighting 
substance use disorders, Mar p 42 

Fuller, Deborah 

 [on women physicians] (Pulse), Nov p 8 
(photo) 

 Women in Medicine section gets down to 
business, Nov pp 28–29 

Fuller, Greg 
 elected to governing council of AMA 

Integrated Physician Section (Rounds), 

Aug p 15 
 QPP: a false impression; TMA, other societies 

say CMS report inflates success of QPP, 
leaves out essential data, Jun p 36 

(photo) 

G 
Gabrysch, Jeremy 

 the promise of artificial intelligence: many 
physicians fear AI could replace them, 

but it might just make their jobs easier, 

Oct pp 32–35 
Gamble, Maya Guerra 

 the meaning of "monthly": court ruling offers 
hope for doctors on pain-clinic 

registration requirements, warrantless 
searches (Law), Jul pp 32–34 (photo) 

Garcia, Blanca 

 borders without enough doctors: El Paso 
pediatricians fill a gap by volunteering 

care for asylum-seekers (photos), Apr 
pp 31–37 

Garcia, Megan 

 TMA Minority Scholarship recipient (Rounds), 
Jul p 16 (photo) 

Garcia, Ruben 
 borders without enough doctors: El Paso 

pediatricians fill a gap by volunteering 

care for asylum-seekers (photos), Apr 
pp 31–37 

Garretson, Melissa 
 AMA Reference Committee on AMA 

Governance and Finance membership 
(Rounds), Jan p 16 

 chair, Reference Committee on AMA Finance 

and Governance (Rounds), Aug p 15 
 on zero tolerance for sexual harassment 

(Rounds), Jan p 15 
Genetic Testing 

 screening families of North Texans to identify 

persons with an increased risk for 
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cancer due to Lynch Syndrome 
(Journal), Dec p 5 

Gilmer, P. Ridgway Jr. 
 [on congenital measles as pre-existing 

condition] (Letter), Jul p 7 

Glenn, John H. 
 one giant step for physicians; a Texas 

physician's role in space-race medicine, 
Aug pp 32–35 

Gomez, Miguel 
 court again rejects hospital challenge to 

defamation lawsuit (Rounds), Oct p 14 

 "a threat to all Texas physicians": TMA 
continues to backstop surgeon in 

hospital's challenge to defamation 
verdict (Law), Jan pp 44–45 

Gong, Alice 

 [on House rejection of parental leave 
resolution] (Rounds), Jul p 16 

 on public health priorities (TMA physician 
survey), May p 17 

Gonzalez, Mary 
 Medicaid: reforms, but no raise [2019 

legislative wrap-up], Aug p 23 

Goodman, Louis J. 
 big shoes to fill, but a clear path to follow 

(Editor's Note), Oct p 2 
 building on Dr. Goodman's legacy (photo), 

Apr p 48 

 building on the good man's work (Editor's 
Note), Apr p 2 

 House recognition on retirement (Rounds), 
Jul p 17 

 working toward wellness: TMA's Physician 

Health and Wellness Exchange helps 
physicians find ways to fight burnout, 

Jun pp 30–31 
Goodman, Stephanie 

 out in the cold; practices blame health plan 
for major prompt-pay mess, Mar pp 

20–25 

Gowen, Rose 
 ECHO-ing across Texas; for physicians in 

underserved areas, mentoring in 
specialty care could be a teleconference 

away, Feb pp 44–46 

Greenway Health 
 Greenway clients entitled to free EHR 

upgrade after fraud settlement 
(Rounds), Apr pp 13–14 

Grigsby, Katherine 
 out in the cold; practices blame health plan 

for major prompt-pay mess, Mar pp 
20–25 

 system failure; Houston practices fight for 

payment after insurer's technological 
disaster, Oct pp 28–29 

Grissinger, Matthew 
 bypassing the middle man: medicine, 

business leaders push to allow 
physician dispensing in Texas 

(Legislative Affairs), Feb p 30 

Griswold, John 
 making telemedicine work: recent trends and 

new TMA-backed laws are about to 
reshape physicians' practices (photo), 

Aug pp 27–28 

Guevara, Cinderela 
 [certification of Justice Antonin Scalia's 

death], Jun p 24 
Guidelines 

 faulty guidelines (Commentary), Jun p 4 
 keeping kids safe in and around the water: 

new guidelines from the American 

Academy of Pediatrics (Commentary), 
Jul pp 6–7 

Gun Violence 
 chief surgeon [Alan Tyroch] at El Paso 

hospital literally on call during mass-

shooting response (Q&A), Oct pp 6–7 
(photo) 

 firearms safety; Texas physicians find new 
ways to address a growing public 

health threat, Aug pp 42–44 

Gurman, Andrew 
 on misapplication of CDC guideline for 

prescribing opioid, Jan pp 14–15 
(Rounds) 

Gutierrez, Carlos 
 borders without enough doctors: El Paso 

pediatricians fill a gap by volunteering 

care for asylum-seekers (photos), Apr 
pp 31–37 

Gwyn, Charles L. 
 membership dispute gets physical (Pulse), 

Oct p 12 

H 
Haemophilus Influenzae Type B 

 talk to patients about, Aug p 47 
Haines, Rebecca 

 AMA Medical Student Section officers 

(Rounds), Aug p 15 
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Haley, John 
 as beekeeper (Back Page), Jun p 48 

 Medicare muzzle? new rules on local 
coverage determinations may make 

physicians reluctant to speak their 

minds, Jun pp 42, 44 
Hall, Manda 

 AIMing to save lives: Texas' maternal death 
rate is still high, and public health 

officials are betting that more 
standardized care will bring it down, 

Apr pp 21–23 

 feds bolster Texas efforts to combat maternal 
mortality (Rounds), Nov pp 14–15 

Hampel, Ori 
 [on House resolutions on MOC] (Rounds), Jul 

p 15 

Hancher-Hodges, Shannon 
 no docs of all trades; court's rejection of 
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legislative wrap-up], Aug p 23 

Margo, Jake 
 rule of fear: misconceptions about broadened 

immigration rule deters migrants from 

seeking care, Nov pp 35–39 
Mass Casualty Incidents 

 chief surgeon [Alan Tyroch] at El Paso 
hospital literally on call during mass-

shooting response (Q&A), Oct pp 6–7 

(photo) 

Massingill, Sealy 
 [on House resolutions on MOC] (Rounds), Jul 

p 15 
Maternal Death 

 cause and timing in Texas, Apr p 21 

 feds bolster Texas efforts to combat maternal 
mortality (Rounds), Nov pp 14–15 

 initiatives to protect Texas mothers, children 
(Rounds), Mar pp 14–16 

 law to help improve data collection on 
maternal deaths (Rounds), Feb pp 15–

16 

 Maternal Mortality and Morbidity Task Force 
(Texas) (Rounds), Feb p 16 

Maternal Health 
 birth and mortality rates in Texas, Jan p 26 

 maternal health in Texas; by the numbers, 

Jan p 28 
Maternal Health Services 

 AIM bundles, Apr pp 21–23 
 AIMing to save lives: Texas' maternal death 

rate is still high, and public health 
officials are betting that more 

standardized care will bring it down, 

Apr pp 21–23 
 by the numbers [grants to Texas agencies] 

(Pulse), Nov p 10 
 [Improving Access to Maternity Care Act] 

sends physicians to areas that need 

maternity care (Rounds), Feb p 15 
 leveraging LARCs; long-acting reversible 

contraceptives are a growing part of 
Texas' solution, Jan pp 26–29 

 maternal health roadblock [2019 legislative 

wrap-up], Aug p 20 
Matthews, Sarah 

 pushing the envelope: four years of medical 
school come down to Match Day, 

medicine's annual rite of passage 
(photos), May p 45 

Mauk, Joyce 

 addressing autism; physicians can improve 
treatment of patients with autism by 

educating themselves and connecting 
families with resources, Dec pp 42–44 

McAdoo, Andrew 

 final verdict? case tests trial court's ability to 
overturn a jury verdict (Law), Jun pp 

16–18 
McAneny, Barbara L. 

 Texan continues string of woman AMA 
presidents. Sue Bailey, MD, set to 
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become AMA's third woman president 
in a row (photo), Aug pp 6–7 

 three Texans earn AMA honors (remarks), 
Jan p 17 (Rounds) 

 on zero tolerance for sexual harassment, Jan 

p 15 (Rounds) 
McGovern Medical School, UT Health, Houston 

 pushing the envelope: four years of medical 
school come down to Match Day, 

medicine's annual rite of passage 
(photos), May pp 38–45 

McGuinness, John 

 out in the cold; practices blame health plan 
for major prompt-pay mess, Mar pp 

20–25 
McKay, Sandra 

 firearms safety; Texas physicians find new 

ways to address a growing public 
health threat, Aug pp 42–44 

McMichael, Melinda 
 [on need for vaccination in Texas 

universities], Jul p 28 
Measles 

 [congenital, as pre-existing condition] 

(Letter), Jul p 7 
 [herd immunity breakdown and anti-

vaccination movement], Jul p 28 
 keeping outbreaks at bay: El Paso's high 

vaccination rate pays off against 

measles–and other diseases, Nov pp 
40, Nov pp 43–44 

 measles come roaring back, Jul p 24 
 mobilizing against measles; physicians face 

the worst national outbreak in decades, 

Jul pp 23–29 
 talk to patients about, Oct p 47 

 Texas measles map, 2019, Jul p 25 
 a voice in medicine is a voice for our patients 

(Commentary), Nov pp 4–5 
Measles-Mumps-Rubella Vaccine (MMR) 

 [call for reinstatement as school 

requirement], Jul p 28 
 MMR-Autism myth: talk to patients about, 

Nov p 47 
MedCom Telephone Answering Services 

 regarding MedCom Telephone Answering 

Services (Letter), Apr p 15 
Medicaid 

 big noises, big issues: health care takes 
center stage one year out from 2020 

election, Nov p 20 
 far-reaching implications: Texas' uninsured 

rate – the worst in the nation – creates 

troubling ripple effects (Legislative 
Affairs), Dec pp 26–28 

 finally settled: a Larado oncologist gets 
resolution in his lawsuit alleging two 

local hospitals tried to eliminate him as 

competition (Law), Dec pp 36–38 
 inpatient psychiatric hospitalization in Texas, 

1999-2010 (Journal), May p 5 
 Medicaid: reforms, but no raise [2019 

legislative wrap-up], Aug p 23 
 Medicaid-related issues (TMA physician 

survey), May p 21 

 obstacles to LARC use, Jan pp 27–28 
 participation in Texas: by the numbers, Jan p 

25 
 rule of fear: misconceptions about broadened 

immigration rule deters migrants from 

seeking care, Nov pp 35–39 
 senate health chair says she'll work for 

Medicaid pay bump (Rounds), Mar p 14 
 as TMA legislative priority, Jan p 22 

 value-based care working, panel says 
(Rounds), Mar p 16 

Medical Examiners. See Coroners and Medical 

Examiners 
Medical Futility 

 medical futility law sustained; court tosses 
out challenge to ethics committee 

review of end-of-life care (Law), Jun pp 

18–19 
Medical Illustration 

 artifact: Don Jake Saunders heart model 
(Looking Back), Jun p 9 (Pulse) 

Medical Records 

 breaking up is hard to do; physicians 
subpoenaed in divorce cases face 

unique challenges (Law), Mar pp 30–31 
 who owns the actual physical and/or 

electronic version of a patient's medical 
record? (Pulse), Oct p 8 

Medical Staff, Hospital 

 physicians worth millions in hospital revenue 
(Pulse), Apr p 8 

Medical–Legal Partnerships 
 the doctor – and lawyer – will see you now: 

medical-legal partnerships when 

treatment requires tools outside the 
exam room, Oct pp 36–38 

 the impact of MLPs, Oct p 37 
Medically Underserved Areas 

 the making of a med school; three new ones 
are set to open soon, and it's not so 

easy, Mar pp 26–29 
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 prescription for addiction; primary care 
physicians play a bigger role in fighting 

substance use disorders, Mar pp 40–43 
Medically Uninsured 

 the cost of uninsured Texans (Pulse), Mar p 9 

 far-reaching implications: Texas' uninsured 
rate - the worst in the nation - creates 

troubling ripple effects (Legislative 
Affairs), Dec pp 26–28 

 rule of fear: misconceptions about broadened 
immigration rule deters migrants from 

seeking care, Nov pp 35–39 

 the uninsured: Texas and the nation, Dec pp 
26–27 

 value-based care working, panel says 
(Rounds), Mar p 16 

Medicare. See also MACRA (Medicare Access and 

CHIP Reauthorization Act of 2015) 
 buying time; medicine's warnings prompt 

CMS to delay dramatic coding and 
payment changes, Jan pp 36–39 

 changes: Medicare local coverage 
determinations (LCDs), Jun p 44 

 did these Medicare missteps affect your 

claims? (Rounds), Jun pp 14–15 
 inpatient psychiatric hospitalization in Texas, 

1999-2010 (Journal), May p 5 
 making the CEHRT switch; EHR software 

upgrade required for Medicare, 

Medicaid incentive payment programs, 
Jan pp 40–42 

 Medicare enrollment application revised 
(Rounds), Apr pp 12–13 

 Medicare muzzle? new rules on local 

coverage determinations may make 
physicians reluctant to speak their 

minds, Jun pp 42–45 
 TMA to Congress: undo Medicare payment 

freeze (Rounds), Aug pp 10–12 
 will you get a Medicare bonus or pay cut next 

year? (Rounds), Sep pp 17–18 

Medicare Part C 
 anybody there? new TMA policy says health 

plans should not hold physicians 
responsible for AWOL Medicare 

Advantage patients, Aug pp 36–37 

Medication Adherence 
 out of physicians' hands: TMA seeks to tackle 

unfairness of quality measures on 
medication adherence (Quality), Dec pp 

30–34 

Medication disposal 
 Google your way to disposing of unused 

drugs? (Rounds), May pp 10–12 
Medicine in the Arts 

 Mona Lisa mystery (Pulse), Feb p 8 

Mehra, Mandeep R. 
 Mona Lisa mystery (Pulse), Feb p 8 

Mehta, Saumil 
 TMA foundation announces 2019 gala leaders 

(Rounds), Apr p 14 
Mehta, Sejal 

 TMA foundation announces 2019 gala leaders 

(Rounds), Apr p 14 
 Women in Medicine section gets down to 

business, Nov pp 8 (photo),  28–29 
Memorial Hermann Health System (Houston) 

 closing a loophole; medicine works to clarify 

measure restricting MOC discrimination 
(Legislative Affairs), Mar pp 36–38 

 court again rejects hospital challenge to 
defamation lawsuit (Rounds), Oct p 14 

 "a threat to all Texas physicians": TMA 
continues to backstop surgeon in 

hospital's challenge to defamation 

verdict (Law), Jan pp 44–45 
Menendez, Jose 

 insurance: network solutions [2019 legislative 
wrap-up], Aug pp 18–19 (photo) 

Meningococcal B (MenB) 

 talk to patients about, Jun p 47 
Mental Disorders 

 watching children's behavioral health care 
grow (Editor's Note), Mar p 2 

Mentors 

 inspiring choices: African Americans are 
underrepresented in medicine; 

mentorship can help them choose 
medical careers, Jun pp 38–41 

Merit-Based Incentive Payment System (MIPS) 
 be on the lookout for MIPS audit request 

(Rounds), Aug p 10 

 changes to the QPP, Jan p 37 
 deadlines for doctors (Pulse), Aug p 8 

 don't try this at work: security risk analysis 
for MIPS, HIPPA is not a do-it-yourself 

project; TMA can help, Jul pp 38–40 

 give QPP feedback, get MIPS credit 
(Rounds), Jan p 12 

 making the CEHRT switch; EHR software 
upgrade required for Medicare, 

Medicaid incentive payment programs, 
Jan pp 40–42 
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 MIPS audit? what you need to know 
(Rounds), Feb pp 17–18 

 unfair playing field? facility-based scoring in 
QPP may hurt physicians who aren't 

hospital-affiliated, Apr pp 44–46 

 will you get a Medicare bonus or pay cut next 
year? (Rounds), Sep pp 17–18 

 yes, you do have to comply with a MIPS 
audit request (Rounds), Oct pp 14–15 

Methadone 
 [prescription drugs for substance abuse], Mar 

pp 42–43 

Metzner, Michael 
 alternate delegate to AMA House from 

Resident and Fellow section, Jan p 16 
(Rounds) 

Meyer, Morgan 

 TMB: back on track [2019 legislative wrap-
up], Aug p 21 

Miles, Dainon 
 Dell Med's "growth year": medical school's 

innovative curriculum just hit one of its 
biggest mileposts, Jul pp 43–44 (photo) 

Milk, Human 

 pediatrician Danielle Arnold turns her passion 
for expanding access to breast milk into 

leadership (Q&A), Sep p 6 
Miller, Steve 

 easing the pain? Texas' settlement with 

Purdue Pharma could bring valuable 
funding to fight opioid crisis (Law), Nov 

pp 24–27 
Milliken, James B. 

 physician-legislator Rep. John Zerwas, MD, 

steps down, joins UT system (Rounds), 
Sep pp 14–15 

Minjarez, Ina 
 [physical therapist treatment without 

referral] (Legislative Affairs), Apr p 19 
Miranda, Eduardo 

 finally settled: a Larado oncologist gets 

resolution in his lawsuit alleging two 
local hospitals tried to eliminate him as 

competition (Law), Dec pp 36–38 
Mitchell, Li-Yu 

 [on physician-patient relations] (Pulse), Jun p 

7 
Molina, Kimberley 

 [on improving accuracy of death certificates], 
Jun p 29 

Molina Healthcare of Texas 
 out in the cold; practices blame health plan 

for major prompt-pay mess, Mar pp 
20–25 

 TDI fines Molina Healthcare $500,000 in 

prompt-pay order (Rounds), Jun p 12 
Molokwu, Jennifer 

 keeping outbreaks at bay: El Paso's high 
vaccination rate pays off against 

measles–and other diseases, Nov pp 
43–44 

Monday, Kim 

 closing a loophole; medicine works to clarify 
measure restricting MOC discrimination 

(Legislative Affairs), Mar pp 36–38 
(photo) 

Moore, F.H. "Trey" 

 a dedicated professional: medicine says 
goodbye to former TMA president Hugh 

Lamensdorf, MD (Profile), Feb p 47 
Moore, Sunshine 

 past TMA Alliance president (Imaging), Mar p 
34 

Moral Distress 

 moral injury: the pandemic for physicians 
(Commentary), Mar pp 4–7 

Moreno, Italy 
 borders without enough doctors: El Paso 

pediatricians fill a gap by volunteering 

care for asylum-seekers (photos), Apr 
pp 31–37 

Morgan, Courtney 
 the meaning of "monthly": court ruling offers 

hope for doctors on pain-clinic 

registration requirements, warrantless 
searches (Law), Jul pp 32–34 

Morrow, Jason 
 Dawn Duster examines new DNR law 

(Rounds), Mar pp 16–17 
Mortality 

 what's killing Texans? distorted death 

statistics inaccurately portray how 
people are dying, Jun pp 23–29 

Motivational Interviewing 
 effectively counseling patients on influenza 

immunizations amid the anti-

vaccination movement (Commentary), 
Jul pp 4–5 

Mouthwashes 
 keeping tabs on proper oral hygiene (1947), 

Sep p 13 (Pulse) 
Mumps 

 talk to patients about, Mar p 47 
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Muth, Stephanie 
 value-based care working, panel says 

(Rounds), Mar p 16 
Myres, Susan 

 breaking up is hard to do; physicians 

subpoenaed in divorce cases face 
unique challenges (Law), Mar pp 30–31 

N 
Naltrexone 

 [prescription drugs for substance abuse], Mar 

pp 42–43 
Nanda, Anil 

 working toward wellness: TMA's Physician 
Health and Wellness Exchange helps 

physicians find ways to fight burnout, 
Jun pp 30–31 

NarxCare 

 data analytics in practice: an introduction to 
NarxCare in the Texas PMP 

(Advertorial), Sep p 39 
 use NarxCare and the PMP to make informed 

clinical decisions (Advertorial), Dec p 46 

 what's changing with the Texas PMP? here's 
what you need to know (Advertorial), 

Aug p 5 
National Health Service Corps 

 [Improving Access to Maternity Care Act] 
sends physicians to areas that need 

maternity care (Rounds), Feb p 15 

National Transgender Discrimination Survey 
 how Texas physicians can improve health 

care for LGBTQ patients, Sep pp 21–25 
Natural Disasters 

 tropical storms' health effects (Pulse), Dec p 

10 
Negotiating 

 surprise billing rules must be fair to 
physicians (Rounds), Sep pp 14–15 

 swinging for fairness: law creates a new ball 

game for surprise billing (Legislative 
Affairs), Aug pp 30–31 

Nelson, Jane 
 doctors drive new opioid laws: ten-day limit, 

PMP integration bring new 
considerations for prescribers 

(Legislative Affairs), Sep pp 26–28 

 public health: tobacco triumph [2019 
legislative wrap-up], Aug pp 19–20 

Neoplasms 
 the costs of cancer, Oct p 23 

Nesbitt, Shawna 
 you can't care for someone you don't 

understand; class helps medical 
students see care through their 

patients' eyes (Perspective), Feb pp 

40–43 (photo) 
Nganga, Peris June 

 unlocking doors; TMA's Minority Scholarship 
program connects students with 

physician mentors (photo), Sep pp 36–
38 

Niewiarowski, Emily 

 Dell Med's "growth year": medical school's 
innovative curriculum just hit one of its 

biggest mileposts, Jul p 44 (photo) 
Nikey, Laurance N. 

 Dr. Laurance N. Nickey Lifetime Achievement 

Award established, Nov p 44 
Noel, Richard 

 [prescriptive authority for non-physicians] 
(Legislative Affairs), Apr p 19 

North Texas Allergy and Asthma Center 
 searching for a better online reputation; what 

people see on the internet can bring in 

– or drive away – patients, Apr pp 39–
43 

Novitas (Medicare Administrative Contractor) 
 Medicare muzzle? new rules on local 

coverage determinations may make 

physicians reluctant to speak their 
minds, Jun pp 42–45 

Nurse Anesthetists 
 AG: CRNAs can't administer anesthesia 

unless physician delegates it (Rounds), 

Nov p 14 
Nyuyen, Tai 

 closing a loophole; medicine works to clarify 
measure restricting MOC discrimination 

(Legislative Affairs), Mar pp 36–38 

O 
Obesity 

 [childhood, increase in] (Pulse), Jul p 10 
Ocaranza, Hector 

 keeping outbreaks at bay: El Paso's high 
vaccination rate pays off against 

measles–and other diseases (photo), 

Nov pp 40, Nov pp 43–44 
Occupational Stress 

 moral injury: the pandemic for physicians 
(Commentary), Mar pp 4–7 
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Officite 
 TMA and Officite can help your online 

presence, Apr p 43 
Okorodudu, Dale 

 inspiring choices: African Americans are 

underrepresented in medicine; 
mentorship can help them choose 

medical careers, Jun pp 39–41 
 summit aims to recruit black males for 

medical schools (Rounds), Feb p 17 
Oliverson, Tom 

 a healthy dose of medicine at the capitol 

(Imaging), Jan p 34 
 insurance: network solutions [2019 legislative 

wrap-up], Aug pp 18–19 
 Medicaid: reforms, but no raise [2019 

legislative wrap-up], Aug p 23 

 opioids and pharmacy: PMP extension 
granted [2019 legislative wrap-up] 

(photo), Aug p 22 
 physician-lawmakers look ahead to 2021 

(Imaging), Nov p 33 
 physician-lawmakers outline priorities for 

2019 legislature (Rounds), Feb pp 12–

13 (photo) 
 swinging for fairness: law creates a new ball 

game for surprise billing (Legislative 
Affairs), Aug pp 30–31 

Ombrog, Chris 

 out in the cold; practices blame health plan 
for major prompt-pay mess, Mar pp 

20–25 
Oncology Consultants (Houston) 

 out in the cold; practices blame health plan 

for major prompt-pay mess, Mar pp 
20–25 

 system failure; Houston practices fight for 
payment after insurer's technological 

disaster, Oct pp 28–29 
Onie, Rebecca 

 addressing social determinants of health 

(Imaging), Nov pp 30–31 (photo) 
Online Social Networking 

 searching for a better online reputation; what 
people see on the internet can bring in 

– or drive away – patients, Apr pp 39–

43 
Ontai, Sidney 

 making telemedicine work: recent trends and 
new TMA-backed laws are about to 

reshape physicians' practices (photo), 
Aug pp 26–29 

Opioid-Related Disorders 
 big noises, big issues: health care takes 

center stage one year out from 2020 
election, Nov p 23 

 by the numbers: opioids in Texas, 2017, Nov 

p 25 
 easing the pain? Texas' settlement with 

Purdue Pharma could bring valuable 
funding to fight opioid crisis (Law), Nov 

pp 24–27 
 prescription for addiction; primary care 

physicians play a bigger role in fighting 

substance use disorders, Mar pp 40–43 
 Texas physicians are on the front lines in 

battling the opioid crisis (Advertorial), 
Jul p 12 

 Texas sues Johnson & Johnson (Law), Nov p 

25 
Oral Hygiene 

 artifact: dental stamps, Norway 1984 
(Looking Back), Sep p 13 (Pulse) 

 keeping tabs on proper oral hygiene (1947), 
Sep p 13 (Pulse) 

Ortega, Rachel 

 TMA Minority Scholarship recipient (Rounds), 
Jul p 16 (photo) 

Osborne, C. Kent 
 vote for CPRIT; the fate of Texas' cancer-

fighting agency rests on a November 

referendum, Oct pp 20–23 
Osuchukwu, George 

 on practice management issues (TMA 
physician survey), May p 22 

Owen, May 

 Texan continues string of woman AMA 
presidents. Sue Bailey, MD, set to 

become AMA's third woman president 
in a row, Aug pp 6–7 

Ownership 
 [physician ownership of practice], Feb p 25 

Oxycodone 

 easing the pain? Texas' settlement with 
Purdue Pharma could bring valuable 

funding to fight opioid crisis (Law), Nov 
pp 24–27 

P 

Paez-Espinoza, Monserrat 
 TMA Minority Scholarship recipient (Rounds), 

Jul p 16 (photo) 
Pahlavan, Sogol 

 far-reaching implications: Texas' uninsured 

rate – the worst in the nation – creates 
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troubling ripple effects (Legislative 
Affairs), Dec pp 26–28 

Pain Clinics 
 the meaning of "monthly": court ruling offers 

hope for doctors on pain-clinic 

registration requirements, warrantless 
searches (Law), Jul pp 32–34 

Palacios, Diana 
 TMA Minority Scholarship recipient (Rounds), 

Jul p 16 (photo) 
Palmisano, Donald 

 AMA house still "no" on single-payer 

(Rounds), Aug p 14 
Paloma, Beckie (judge) 

 final verdict? case tests trial court's ability to 
overturn a jury verdict (Law), Jun pp 

16–18 

Palomarez, Rigo 
 you can't care for someone you don't 

understand; class helps medical 
students see care through their 

patients' eyes (Perspective), Feb pp 
40–43 (photo) 

Papa, Frank 

 what's killing Texans? distorted death 
statistics inaccurately portray how 

people are dying, Jun pp 23–29 (photo) 
Paredes, Raymond 

 the making of a med school; three new ones 

are set to open soon, and it's not so 
easy, Mar pp 26–29 

Parental Leave 
 [House rejection of resolution on] (Rounds), 

Jul p 16 

Parkland Center for Clinical Innovation (PCCI) 
 quality care pilot takes flight: how one 

children's clinic uses a target program 
to dramatically improve care, lower 

costs, Sep pp 30–33 
Parkland Health and Hospital System (PHHS) 

 you can't care for someone you don't 

understand; class helps medical 
students see care through their 

patients' eyes (Perspective), Feb pp 
40–43 

Passwords 

 these passwords get a failing grade (Pulse), 
Jun p 7 

Patient Care Team 
 respecting the roles: TMA battles another 

round of scope-of-practice bills while 
preaching team-based care (Legislative 

Affairs), Apr pp 17–19 

Patient Compliance 
 anybody there? new TMA policy says health 

plans should not hold physicians 
responsible for AWOL Medicare 

Advantage patients, Aug pp 36–37 

 [high health care costs and] (Pulse), Sep p 
10 

Patient Discharge 
 inpatient psychiatric hospitalization in Texas, 

1999-2010 (Journal), May p 5 
Patient Education 

 when patients consult Google, take your cues 

from Dr. Grugle, Jul pp 30–31 
Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act 

 big noises, big issues: health care takes 
center stage one year out from 2020 

election, Nov p 19 

 TMA: ruling on ACA offers pathway to 
improvement (Rounds), Feb pp 16–17 

Patt, Debra 
 on insurance-related issues (TMA physician 

survey), May p 20 
 physician-lawmakers look ahead to 2021 

(Imaging), Nov p 33 

Patterson, Jeri Lynn 
 out in the cold; practices blame health plan 

for major prompt-pay mess, Mar pp 
20–25 

Patterson, Patti 

 DSHS commissioners explore Texas public 
health challenges (Rounds), Mar pp 18–

19 (photo) 
Patton, Eddie 

 specialties list scope, balance billing among 

top targets for 2019 (Rounds), Feb p 14 
Paxton, Ken 

 AG: CRNAs can't administer anesthesia 
unless physician delegates it (Rounds), 

Nov p 14 
 Texas sues Johnson & Johnson (Law), Nov p 

25 

 TMA: ruling on ACA offers pathway to 
improvement (Rounds), Feb pp 16–17 

Peanut Hypersensitivity 
 food allergies in children: it really is a public 

health problem (Q&A), Dec pp 6–7 

Pecha, Gabe 
 extreme medicine: UTMB medical students 

learn how to improvise while treating 
patients in unusual and potentially 

dangerous situations (photo), Dec pp 
21–25 
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Peet, Jason 
 bypassing the middle man: medicine, 

business leaders push to allow 
physician dispensing in Texas 

(Legislative Affairs), Feb pp 30,  31 

(photo) 
Perl, Trish 

 how vaccines work: talk to patients about, 
Dec p 47 

 mobilizing against measles; physicians face 
the worst national outbreak in decades, 

Jul pp 23–29 (photo) 

Perry, Charles 
 Medicaid: reforms, but no raise [2019 

legislative wrap-up], Aug p 23 
Perry, M. Scott 

 clearing the air on cannabis: new Texas laws 

loosened rules on the use of cannabis 
oil, creating new challenges for 

physicians, Sep pp 42–44 
Persaud, Donna 

 quality care pilot takes flight: how one 
children's clinic uses a target program 

to dramatically improve care, lower 

costs, Sep pp 30–33 
Personhood 

 [House resolutions and debate on] (Rounds), 
Jul pp 15–16 

Personnel Management 

 most valuable team; managing nonphysician 
staff efficiently can help boost patient 

care and bottom line, May pp 34–36 
Peterson, Mary Dale 

 Medicaid-related issues (TMA physician 

survey), May p 21 
 president, American Society of 

Anesthesiology (Newsmakers), Dec p 
17 (Rounds) 

Pharmacists 
 pharmacy proposal could've broadened 

pharmacists' scope (Rounds), May pp 8, 

10 
Phelan, Dade 

 maternal health roadblock [2019 legislative 
wrap-up], Aug p 20 

Philip, Tina 

 TMA creates Women in Medicine Section 
(Rounds), Jul p 14 

Philips, Billy 
 making telemedicine work: recent trends and 

new TMA-backed laws are about to 
reshape physicians' practices, Aug p 27 

Phillips, Clint 
 making telemedicine work: recent trends and 

new TMA-backed laws are about to 
reshape physicians' practices, Aug p 27 

Phillips, Courtney N. 

 officials lay out blueprint for making Texas 
healthier (Rounds), Dec p 16 

Phillips, James 
 inspiring choices: African Americans are 

underrepresented in medicine; 
mentorship can help them choose 

medical careers, Jun p 40 

Phillips-Madson, Robyn 
 the making of a med school; three new ones 

are set to open soon, and it's not so 
easy, Mar pp 26–29 

Photography 

 putting the "art" in artifact (Imaging), Jun p 
10 

Physical Fitness 
 help patients steer clear of the fitness cliff 

(Editor's Note), Jan p 2 
Physician Assistants 

 most valuable team; managing nonphysician 

staff efficiently can help boost patient 
care and bottom line, May pp 34–36 

Physician Health and Wellness Exchange, TMA 
 working toward wellness: TMA's Physician 

Health and Wellness Exchange helps 

physicians find ways to fight burnout, 
Jun pp 30–31 

Physician Self-Referral Law (Stark Law) 
 warning: watch your referrals; new anti-

kickback law further restricts referral-

based compensation (Law), Oct pp 40–
41 

Physician-Patient Relations 
 digital tools improve patient-physician 

communication (Rounds), Jul pp 17–18 
 when patients consult Google, take your cues 

from Dr. Grugle, Jul pp 30–31 

Physicians 
 borders without enough doctors: El Paso 

pediatricians fill a gap by volunteering 
care for asylum-seekers (photos), Apr 

pp 31–37 

 in the recipe for healthy living, there's no 
substituting physicians (Editor's Note), 

Feb p 2 
 moral injury: the pandemic for physicians 

(Commentary), Mar pp 4–7 
 physicians still love Texas, and state licensing 

data proves it (Pulse), Jan p 9 
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 physicians worth millions in hospital revenue 
(Pulse), Apr p 8 

 putting the spotlight where it belongs: on 
you (Editor's Note), May pp 2 

 where Texas physicians work, Feb p 26 

Physicians, Family 
 colorectal cancer screening: role of family 

physicians (Journal), Feb p 4 
Physicians, Primary Care 

 prescription for addiction; primary care 
physicians play a bigger role in fighting 

substance use disorders, Mar pp 40–43 

Physicians Benevolent Fund (PBF) 
 help colleagues through Physicians 

Benevolent Fund, Dec pp 18–19 
(Rounds) 

Physicians for Patient Protection 

 respecting the roles: TMA battles another 
round of scope-of-practice bills while 

preaching team-based care (Legislative 
Affairs), Apr pp 17–19 

Pickell, Stuart 
 medical futility law sustained; court tosses 

out challenge to ethics committee 

review of end-of-life care (Law), Jun pp 
18–19 

Pike, Susan M. 
 TMA foundation improved health throughout 

Texas (Rounds), Sep p 19 

 as TMA Foundation president, Jul p 17 
Pinkard, J. Keith 

 what's killing Texans? distorted death 
statistics inaccurately portray how 

people are dying (photo), Jun pp 23–29 

Pinkston, Brian 
 extreme medicine: UTMB medical students 

learn how to improvise while treating 
patients in unusual and potentially 

dangerous situations, Dec pp 21–25 
Play and Playthings 

 artifact: Florence Nightingale doll (Looking 

Back), Mar p 13 (Pulse) 
Poliomyelitis 

 goodbye to polio: the killer disease has all 
but vanished; for one Texas physician, 

memories of it never will (Profile), Jul 

pp 8–9 
 talk to patients about, Feb p 47 

Poliovirus Vaccine, Inactivated 
 vaccine a major step in stopping polio 

(Pulse), Nov p 12 

Political Activism 
 a voice in medicine is a voice for our patients 

(Commentary), Nov pp 4–5 
 vote for CPRIT on Nov.5, Nov p 22 

 vote for CPRIT; the fate of Texas' cancer-

fighting agency rests on a November 
referendum, Oct pp 20–23 

 "we must get involved": cardiologist [Rick 
Snyder] sees political advocacy as a 

way to care for millions at a time 
(Profile), Jan p 48 

Politics 

 big noises, big issues: health care takes 
center stage one year out from 2020 

election, Nov pp 18–23 
 covering political issues without getting 

political (Editor's Note), Nov p 2 

 TMA survey: physician priorities for 2020 
election, Nov p 21 

Pope, Henry, Sr. 
 invention of Klenzak polio braces (Looking 

Back), Nov p 12 (Pulse) 
Porche, Vivian H. 

 inspiring choices: African Americans are 

underrepresented in medicine; 
mentorship can help them choose 

medical careers, Jun pp 38–41 (photo) 
Porsa, Esmaeil 

 you can't care for someone you don't 

understand; class helps medical 
students see care through their 

patients' eyes (Perspective), Feb pp 
40–43 

Postnatal Care 

 new tool will help in postpartum care 
(Rounds), Jan p 12 

Powell, Steven 
 prescription for addiction; primary care 

physicians play a bigger role in fighting 
substance use disorders, Mar pp 40–43 

(photo) 

Practice Management, Medical 
 don't try this at work: security risk analysis 

for MIPS, HIPPA is not a do-it-yourself 
project; TMA can help, Jul pp 38–40 

 know your ADA obligations: for a refresher 

on disability accommodations, 
government resources and TMA can 

help (Law), Dec pp 40–41 
 making telemedicine work: recent trends and 

new TMA-backed laws are about to 
reshape physicians' practices, Aug pp 

26–29 
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 making the CEHRT switch; EHR software 
upgrade required for Medicare, 

Medicaid incentive payment programs, 
Jan pp 40–42 

 most valuable team; managing nonphysician 

staff efficiently can help boost patient 
care and bottom line, May pp 34–36 

 the promise of artificial intelligence: many 
physicians fear AI could replace them, 

but it might just make their jobs easier, 
Oct pp 32–35 

 searching for a better online reputation; what 

people see on the internet can bring in 
– or drive away – patients, Apr pp 39–

43 
 Survey of Texas Physicians (2018), May pp 

22–23 

 working toward wellness: TMA's Physician 
Health and Wellness Exchange helps 

physicians find ways to fight burnout, 
Jun pp 30–31 

Practice Patterns, Physician 
 bypassing the middle man: medicine, 

business leaders push to allow 

physician dispensing in Texas 
(Legislative Affairs), Feb pp 28–31 

 moral injury: the pandemic for physicians 
(Commentary), Mar pp 4–7 

 [pharmacist objections to physician 

dispensing], Feb pp 30–31 
 prescriptions and physician dispensing by the 

numbers, Feb p 29 
Preexisting Condition Coverage 

 [value of] (Letter), Jul p 7 

Preferred Provider Organizations 
 insurance: network solutions [2019 legislative 

wrap-up], Aug pp 18–19 
Pregnancy 

 vaccines during pregnancy: talk to patients 
about, Sep p 47 

Prenatal Diagnosis 

 new syphilis testing requirements during 
pregnancy in effect (Rounds), Nov pp 

15–16 
Prescription Drugs. See also Drug Prescriptions 

 big noises, big issues: health care takes 

center stage one year out from 2020 
election, Nov pp 22–23 

 [pharmacist objections to physician 
dispensing], Feb pp 30–31 

Prescription Forms 
 order Texas' new prescription forms soon to 

stay compliant (Rounds), Apr pp 10–12 

Prescription Monitoring Program (PMP) 
 data analytics in practice: an introduction to 

NarxCare in the Texas PMP 
(Advertorial), Sep p 39 

 doctors drive new opioid laws: ten-day limit, 

PMP integration bring new 
considerations for prescribers 

(Legislative Affairs), Sep pp 26–28 
 opioids and pharmacy: PMP extension 

granted [2019 legislative wrap-up], Aug 
p 22 

 streamlining clinical workflows: integrating 

the Texas PMP into EHRs (Advertorial), 
Oct p 39 

 talking to patients about pain (Advertorial), 
Jun p 11 

 Texas physicians are on the front lines in 

battling the opioid crisis (Advertorial), 
Jul p 12 

 Texas PMP data in action (Advertorial), Nov p 
9 

 Texas prepares to sign off on the Prescription 
Monitoring Program (Advertorial), May 

p 31 

 use NarxCare and the PMP to make informed 
clinical decisions (Advertorial), Dec p 46 

 what's changing with the Texas PMP? here's 
what you need to know (Advertorial), 

Aug p 5 

Prior Authorization 
 insurance: network solutions [2019 legislative 

wrap-up], Aug pp 18–19 
 Medicaid: reforms, but no raise [2019 

legislative wrap-up], Aug p 23 

 send TMA your prior auth nightmare stories 
(Pulse), Nov p 10 

 specialties list scope, balance billing among 
top targets for 2019 (Rounds), Feb p 15 

 system failure; Houston practices fight for 
payment after insurer's technological 

disaster, Oct pp 28–29 

Private Practice 
 all together now; health care mergers 

reshape the way Texas physicians 
practice, Feb pp 24–27 

 searching for a better online reputation; what 

people see on the internet can bring in 
– or drive away – patients, Apr pp 39–

43 
 unfair playing field? facility-based scoring in 

QPP may hurt physicians who aren't 
hospital-affiliated, Apr pp 44–46 
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Professional Role 
 AG: CRNAs can't administer anesthesia 

unless physician delegates it (Rounds), 
Nov p 14 

 bill watch: scope of practice (Legislative 

Affairs), Apr p 18 
 pharmacy proposal could've broadened 

pharmacists' scope (Rounds), May pp 8, 
10 

 [physical therapist treatment without 
referral] (Legislative Affairs), Apr p 19 

 [prescriptive authority for non-physicians] 

(Legislative Affairs), Apr pp 18–19 
 respecting the roles: TMA battles another 

round of scope-of-practice bills while 
preaching team-based care (Legislative 

Affairs), Apr pp 17–19 

 scope of practice issues (TMA physician 
survey), May p 19 

 scope of practice: shot down [2019 
legislative wrap-up], Aug p 24 

 specialties list scope, balance billing among 
top targets for 2019 (Rounds), Feb pp 

13–14 

 TMA says "no" to federal scope expansion 
(Rounds), Dec pp 14–15 

Project ECHO (Extension for Community 
Healthcare Outcomes) 

 ECHO-ing across Texas; for physicians in 

underserved areas, mentoring in 
specialty care could be a teleconference 

away, Feb pp 44–46 
 Project ECHO in Texas [hubs and training 

centers], Feb p 46 

Psychology, Child 
 watching children's behavioral health care 

grow (Editor's Note), Mar p 2 
Public Charges 

 impact of rule changes on undocumented 
immigrants, Nov p 38 

 the rule and its exceptions, Nov p 36 

 rule of fear: misconceptions about broadened 
immigration rule deters migrants from 

seeking care, Nov pp 35–39 
Public Health 

 addressing autism; physicians can improve 

treatment of patients with autism by 
educating themselves and connecting 

families with resources, Dec pp 42–44 
 AIMing to save lives: Texas' maternal death 

rate is still high, and public health 
officials are betting that more 

standardized care will bring it down, 
Apr pp 21–23 

 clearing the air on cannabis: new Texas laws 
loosened rules on the use of cannabis 

oil, creating new challenges for 

physicians, Sep pp 42–44 
 the doctor – and lawyer – will see you now: 

medical-legal partnerships when 
treatment requires tools outside the 

exam room, Oct pp 36–38 
 DSHS commissioners explore Texas public 

health challenges (Rounds), Mar pp 18–

19 (photo) 
 firearms safety; Texas physicians find new 

ways to address a growing public 
health threat, Aug pp 42–44 

 keeping outbreaks at bay: El Paso's high 

vaccination rate pays off against 
measles–and other diseases, Nov pp 

40, Nov pp 43–44 
 leveraging LARCs; long-acting reversible 

contraceptives are a growing part of 
Texas' solution, Jan pp 26–29 

 maternal health roadblock [2019 legislative 

wrap-up], Aug p 20 
 notifiable conditions (Pulse), Nov p 8 

 prescription for addiction; primary care 
physicians play a bigger role in fighting 

substance use disorders, Mar pp 40–43 

 public health: tobacco triumph [2019 
legislative wrap-up], Aug pp 19–20 

 rule of fear: misconceptions about broadened 
immigration rule deters migrants from 

seeking care, Nov pp 35–39 

Public Relations 
 searching for a better online reputation; what 

people see on the internet can bring in 
– or drive away – patients, Apr pp 39–

43 
Purdue Pharma 

 easing the pain? Texas' settlement with 

Purdue Pharma could bring valuable 
funding to fight opioid crisis (Law), Nov 

pp 24–27 
Purdy, Tyson 

 Two Docs craft beer brewing (Back Page), Jul 

p 48 
Puype, Sean 

 quality care pilot takes flight: how one 
children's clinic uses a target program 

to dramatically improve care, lower 
costs, Sep pp 30–33 
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Q 
Quality of Health Care 

 anybody there? new TMA policy says health 
plans should not hold physicians 

responsible for AWOL Medicare 

Advantage patients, Aug pp 36–37 
 health facility mergers and, Feb p 26 

 out of physicians' hands: TMA seeks to tackle 
unfairness of quality measures on 

medication adherence, Dec pp 30–34 

 quality care pilot takes flight: how one 
children's clinic uses a target program 

to dramatically improve care, lower 
costs, Sep pp 30–33 

Quality Payment Program (QPP). See also Merit-
Based Incentive Payment System (MIPS) 

 [adverse impact on small and rural 

practices], Jun pp 34, 36 
 changes to the QPP, Jan p 37 

 deadlines for doctors (Pulse), Aug p 8 
 give QPP feedback, get MIPS credit 

(Rounds), Jan p 12 

 [Hurricane Harvey exemptions], Jun pp 34, 
36–37 

 MIPS audit? what you need to know 
(Rounds), Feb pp 17–18 

 more pain for small shops? proposed QPP 
rule for 2020 raises concerns about 

more payment penalties, new costs, 

Oct pp 24–26 
 out of physicians' hands: TMA seeks to tackle 

unfairness of quality measures on 
medication adherence, Dec pp 30–34 

 QPP, a false impression: TMA, other societies 

say CMS report inflates success of QPP, 
leaves out essential data, Jun pp 32–37 

 QPP 2017 performance results, Apr p 46 
 recommendations to CMS, Jun p 36 

 Texas physicians on QPP, Oct p 26 

 unfair playing field? facility-based scoring in 
QPP may hurt physicians who aren't 

hospital-affiliated, Apr pp 44–46 
 will you get a Medicare bonus or pay cut next 

year? (Rounds), Sep pp 17–18 
 yes, you do have to comply with a MIPS 

audit request (Rounds), Oct pp 14–15 

Queen, Charles R. 
 deadly plane crash (1977) shines light on 

value of disaster plans (Pulse), Aug p 9 
Queralt, John 

 TMA foundation announces 2019 gala leaders 

(Rounds), Apr p 14 

Queralt, Lisa 
 [installation as TMA Alliance president] 

(Rounds), Jul p 17 
 TMA Alliance president (Imaging), Mar p 34 

 TMA foundation announces 2019 gala leaders 

(Rounds), Apr p 14 

R 

Rabies Vaccines 
 twice bitten (Editor's Note), Jun p 2 

Race Factors 

 Texas Tech School of Medicine agrees to 
drop race as admission consideration 

(Rounds), Jun pp 12–13 
Raimer, Ben 

 interim president, UT Medical Branch 
(Newsmakers), Oct p 16 (photo) 

Raizen, Yuval 

 out in the cold; practices blame health plan 
for major prompt-pay mess, Mar pp 

20–25 (photo) 
Raji, Michelle 

 TMA Minority Scholarship recipient (Rounds), 

Jul p 16 (photo) 
Ramamurthy, Rajam 

 unlocking doors; TMA's Minority Scholarship 
program connects students with 

physician mentors (photo), Sep pp 36–
38 

Razor Blades 

 artifact: Don Juan blades (Looking Back), Jul 
p 13 (Pulse) 

Read, Don R. 
 medicine's soft-spoken champion: TMA past 

president Don Read, MD, died March 21 

after a short battle with cancer 
(Profile), May p 48 

 presented with Texas flag (Imaging), Mar p 
34 

 receives TMA Distinguished Service Award 

(Rounds), Jul p 17 (photo) 
Rebello, Elizabeth 

 a strong start for Texas women in medicine 
(Profile), Nov p 48 

 Women in Medicine section gets down to 
business (photo), Nov pp 28–29 

Reddy, Rajadhar 

 AMA Medical Student Section officers 
(Rounds), Aug p 15 

Referral and Consultation 
 United Healthcare cuts consults; the policy 

change could hit specialists hard and 
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set a trend for other private payers, Jul 
pp 36–37 

 warning: watch your referrals; new anti-
kickback law further restricts referral-

based compensation (Law), Oct pp 40–

41 
Refugees 

 asylum-seekers [characteristics], Apr p 37 
 borders without enough doctors: El Paso 

pediatricians fill a gap by volunteering 
care for asylum-seekers (photos), Apr 

pp 31–37 

 how you can help, Apr p 36 
Reimbursement Mechanisms 

 buying time; medicine's warnings prompt 
CMS to delay dramatic coding and 

payment changes, Jan pp 36–39 

 changes to the QPP, Jan p 37 
 down the road: the E&M plan for 2021, Jan p 

39 
 making telemedicine work: recent trends and 

new TMA-backed laws are about to 
reshape physicians' practices, Aug pp 

27–28 

 medicine to Congress: don't give health plans 
more leverage (Rounds), Dec p 12 

 specialties list scope, balance billing among 
top targets for 2019 (Rounds), Feb p 14 

 surprise billing rules must be fair to 

physicians (Rounds), Sep pp 14–15 
 swinging for fairness: law creates a new ball 

game for surprise billing (Legislative 
Affairs), Aug pp 30–31 

 United Healthcare cuts consults; the policy 

change could hit specialists hard and 
set a trend for other private payers, Jul 

pp 36–37 
Reissmann, Kurt 

 one giant step for physicians; a Texas 
physician's role in space-race medicine, 

Aug pp 32–35 

Resneck, Jack 
 on zero tolerance for sexual harassment, Jan 

p 15 (Rounds) 
Resuscitation Orders 

 Dawn Duster examines new DNR law 

(Rounds), Mar pp 16–17 
Reviews, online 

 do online reviews matter? yes!, Apr p 422 
 fighting back: Austin practice wins court 

battle over hundreds of defamatory 
online reviews (Law), Sep pp 40–41 

 searching for a better online reputation; what 
people see on the internet can bring in 

– or drive away – patients, Apr pp 39–
43 

Risk Assessment 

 are you insured against cyber attacks?, Jul p 
40 

 CyberCompass risk analysis tool, Jul pp 39–
40 

 don't try this at work: security risk analysis 
for MIPS, HIPPA is not a do-it-yourself 

project; TMA can help, Jul pp 38–40 

 get help with HIPAA security risk 
assessments, Jan p 13 (Rounds) 

 risk to patients in health facility mergers, Feb 
p 26 

 TMA can help with your security risk 

assessment, Jul p 39 
Rivas, Alexandria 

 TMA Minority Scholarship recipient (Rounds), 
Jul p 16 (photo) 

Roberts, Sidney 
 [on financial burden of health care] (Pulse), 

Mar p 9 

 why you should take a sabbatical (Pulse), Jan 
p 6 

Roberts, Wayne 
 vote for CPRIT; the fate of Texas' cancer-

fighting agency rests on a November 

referendum, Oct pp 20–23 
Rodriguez, Jose 

 [prescriptive authority for non-physicians] 
(Legislative Affairs), Apr pp 18–19 

Rogers, Robert 

 physician-lawmakers outline priorities for 
2019 legislature (Rounds), Feb p 12 

(photo) 
Rohack, Jim 

 Texan continues string of woman AMA 
presidents. Sue Bailey, MD, set to 

become AMA's third woman president 

in a row, Aug pp 6–7 
Romero, Michelle 

 on call at the capitol; TMA charts ambitious 
course for 2019 legislative session, Jan 

pp 22,  24 

Rossopoulos, Thanos 
 you can't care for someone you don't 

understand; class helps medical 
students see care through their 

patients' eyes (Perspective), Feb pp 
40–43 (photo) 
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Rotavirus 
 talk to patients about, Jan p 47 

Roy, Lipi 
 changing the conversation about addiction 

(Rounds), Jul pp 18, 20,  18, 20 

(photo) 
 [keynote speaker, TexMed 2019], Apr p 28 

Running 
 in the long run, more steps equals better 

health (Editor's Note), Dec p 2 
Rural Health Services 

 UTHealth Tyler to develop psychiatric 

residency program (Rounds), Sep pp 
16–17 

S 
Safety Management 

 keeping kids safe in and around the water: 

new guidelines from the American 
Academy of Pediatrics (Commentary), 

Jul pp 6–7 
Sam Houston State University College of 

Osteopathic Medicine 

 the making of a med school; three new ones 
are set to open soon, and it's not so 

easy, Mar pp 26–29 
Sanchez, Eduardo 

 DSHS commissioners explore Texas public 
health challenges (Rounds), Mar pp 18–

19 (photo) 

 on public health priorities (TMA physician 
survey), May p 17 

Sanchez, Mariam 
 walk with a doc event (Pulse), Jan p 6 

Saunders, Don Jake 

 artifact: Don Jake Saunders heart model 
(Looking Back), Jun p 9 (Pulse) 

Sawyer, J. Clay 
 on scope of practice issues (TMA physician 

survey), May p 19 (photo) 

Scalia, Antonin 
 what's killing Texans? distorted death 

statistics inaccurately portray how 
people are dying, Jun pp 23–29 

Schade, C.M. 
 the meaning of "monthly": court ruling offers 

hope for doctors on pain-clinic 

registration requirements, warrantless 
searches (Law), Jul pp 32–34 (photo) 

 specialties list scope, balance billing among 
top targets for 2019 (Rounds), Feb p 13 

Schmidt, J.E. 
 quiz: do you know your medical slang? 

(Pulse), Sep p 12 
School Admission Criteria 

 Texas Tech School of Medicine agrees to 

drop race as admission consideration 
(Rounds), Jun pp 12–13 

Schools, Medical 
 education: planning for growth [2019 

legislative wrap-up], Aug p 21 
 the making of a med school; three new ones 

are set to open soon, and it's not so 

easy, Mar pp 26–29 
 new Texas medical schools, Mar p 28 

 pushing the envelope: four years of medical 
school come down to Match Day, 

medicine's annual rite of passage 

(photos), May pp 38–45 
 summit aims to recruit black males for 

medical schools (Rounds), Feb p 17 
 TCU–UNTHSC School of Medicine 

inauguration day (Imaging), Sep pp 
34–35 

 Texas Tech School of Medicine agrees to 

drop race as admission consideration 
(Rounds), Jun pp 12–13 

Schools, Nursing 
 1892: the birth of UTMB's nursing program 

(Pulse), Mar p 13 

Schultz, Allen 
 on practice management issues (TMA 

physician survey), May p 22 
 telemedicine: valuable but "not a panacea" 

(Imaging), Nov pp 29–30 (photo) 

Schwertner, Charles 
 [former Health and Human Services chair] 

(Rounds), Mar p 14 
 a healthy dose of medicine at the capitol 

(Imaging), Jan p 34 
 physician-lawmakers look ahead to 2021 

(Imaging), Nov p 33 

Scope of Practice. See Professional Role 
Scranton, Maria 

 big noises, big issues: health care takes 
center stage one year out from 2020 

election (photo), Nov p 20 

 Medicaid: reforms, but no raise [2019 
legislative wrap-up], Aug p 23 

Secrest, Leslie 
 chair, AMA Reference Committee on Science 

and Technology (Rounds), Aug p 15 
 [prescriptive authority for non-physicians] 

(Legislative Affairs), Apr p 19 
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 presentation of TMA Foundation awards at 
Winter Conference (Imaging), Mar p 34 

Sewielam, Ahmed 
 no docs of all trades; court's rejection of 

expert report highlights tort reform's 

continuing impact (Law), Oct pp 42–44 
Sexual and Gender Minorities 

 how Texas physicians can improve health 
care for LGBTQ patients, Sep pp 21–25 

 as strong as sticks and stones (Editor's 
Note), Sep p 2 

 TMA supports evidence-based care for 

LGBTQ youth (Rounds), Oct p 17 
Sexual Harassment 

 AMA House adopts zero tolerance policy, Jan 
p 15 (Rounds) 

Shafi, Shahid 

 [on need for trust] (Pulse), Mar p 10 
Shah, Umair 

 [on vaccination exemption rates], Jul p 28 
(photo) 

 what's killing Texans? distorted death 
statistics inaccurately portray how 

people are dying, Jun pp 25,  29 

Sheffield, J.D. 
 doctors drive new opioid laws: ten-day limit, 

PMP integration bring new 
considerations for prescribers 

(Legislative Affairs), Sep pp 26–28 

 a healthy dose of medicine at the capitol 
(Imaging), Jan p 34 

 opioids and pharmacy: PMP extension 
granted [2019 legislative wrap-up], Aug 

p 22 

Shroff, Leena 
 TMA foundation announces 2019 gala leaders 

(Rounds), Apr pp 14–15 
Shroff, Nick 

 TMA foundation announces 2019 gala leaders 
(Rounds), Apr pp 14–15 

Shuford, Jennifer 

 keeping outbreaks at bay: El Paso's high 
vaccination rate pays off against 

measles and other diseases, Nov p 44 
 mobilizing against measles; physicians face 

the worst national outbreak in decades, 

Jul pp 23–29 (photo) 
Singer, Paul 

 easing the pain? Texas' settlement with 
Purdue Pharma could bring valuable 

funding to fight opioid crisis (Law), Nov 
pp 24–27 

Slayton, Deke 
 one giant step for physicians; a Texas 

physician's role in space-race medicine, 
Aug pp 32–35 

Sly, Linda 

 know your ADA obligations: for a refresher 
on disability accommodations, 

government resources and TMA can 
help (Law), Dec pp 40–41 (photo) 

Smart, Shaun 
 inspiring choices: African Americans are 

underrepresented in medicine; 

mentorship can help them choose 
medical careers, Jun p 41 

Smart Phones 
 digital tools improve patient-physician 

communication (Rounds), Jul pp 17–18 

Smoking 
 teen tobacco use rising (Pulse), May p 6 

Snyder, Rick 
 insurance: network solutions [2019 legislative 

wrap-up], Aug pp 18–19 
 Medicare muzzle? new rules on local 

coverage determinations may make 

physicians reluctant to speak their 
minds, Jun pp 42, 44 

 medicine's soft-spoken champion: TMA past 
president Don Read, MD, died March 21 

after a short battle with cancer 

(Profile), May p 48 
 [on uncompensated care] (Rounds), Jul p 15 

 "we must get involved": cardiologist sees 
political advocacy as a way to care for 

millions at a time (Profile), Jan p 48 

Social Determinants of Health 
 addressing social determinants of health 

(Imaging), Nov pp 30–31 
Social Media 

 digital innovator, Seattle pediatrician Wendy 
Sue Swanson, MD, headlines TexMed 

2019 (Q&A), May pp 32–33 

 digital tools improve patient-physician 
communication (Rounds), Jul pp 17–18 

Software 
 Greenway clients entitled to free EHR 

upgrade after fraud settlement 

(Rounds), Apr pp 13–14 
Soni, Ruhi Singh 

 [on women physicians] (Pulse), Nov p 8 
(photo) 

 Women in Medicine section gets down to 
business, Nov pp 28–29 
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Stanley, Juliana 
 don't try this at work: security risk analysis 

for MIPS, HIPPA is not a do-it-yourself 
project; TMA can help, Jul pp 38–40 

 fighting back: Austin practice wins court 

battle over hundreds of defamatory 
online reviews (Law), Sep pp 40–41 

State Office of Administrative Hearings 
 the meaning of "monthly": court ruling offers 

hope for doctors on pain-clinic 
registration requirements, warrantless 

searches (Law), Jul pp 32–34 

 setting the record straight; Supreme Court 
curtails TMB's over-sanctioning of 

physician for death-certificate 
registration mistake, Aug pp 38–40 

Stephenson, Phil 

 scope of practice: shot down [2019 
legislative wrap-up], Aug p 24 

Stethoscopes 
 artifact: monaural stethoscope (Looking 

Back), May p 7 (Pulse) 
 1897: early scopes make music to doctors' 

ears (Pulse), May p 7 

Stewart, Clayton 
 swinging for fairness: law creates a new ball 

game for surprise billing (Legislative 
Affairs), Aug pp 30–31 

 TMA insurance-related goals for 2019 

legislative session, Jan pp 23–24 
Stoeltje, Melissa Fletcher 

 named 2018 Texas Health Reporter of the 
Year (Rounds), Jan pp 12–13 (photo) 

 receives Anson Jones, MD Award for Texas 

Health Journalist of the Year, Dec p 18 
(Rounds) 

Stoll, Barbara 
 pushing the envelope: four years of medical 

school come down to Match Day, 
medicine's annual rite of passage 

(photos), May pp 38–45 

Strate, Susan 
 AMA Reference Committee on Medical 

Service, Medical Practice, and 
Insurance service (Rounds), Jan p 16 

 warning: watch your referrals; new anti-

kickback law further restricts referral-
based compensation (Law), Oct pp 40–

41 (photo) 
 Women in Medicine section gets down to 

business, Nov pp 28–29 

Stress, Psychological 
 a qualitative approach to understanding HIV-

related stress in Texas (Journal), Aug p 
4 

Students, Medical 

 pushing the envelope: four years of medical 
school come down to Match Day, 

medicine's annual rite of passage 
(photo), May pp 38–45 

 relationship between intent to vaccinate and 
education and knowledge of human 

papillomavirus among medical school 

faculty and students in Texas (Journal), 
Jan p 4 

 summit aims to recruit black males for 
medical schools (Rounds), Feb p 17 

 you can't care for someone you don't 

understand; class helps medical 
students see care through their 

patients' eyes (Perspective), Feb pp 
40–43 

Substance-Related Disorders 
 changing the conversation about addiction 

(Rounds), Jul pp 18, 20 (photo) 

 cost of addiction in Texas, Mar p 41 
 prescription for addiction; primary care 

physicians play a bigger role in fighting 
substance use disorders, Mar pp 40–43 

 resources for treating addiction through 

primary care, Mar p 42 
Suicide 

 firearms safety; Texas physicians find new 
ways to address a growing public 

health threat, Aug pp 42–44 

Suicide, Assisted 
 CEJA on irreducible differences in moral 

perspectives on physician assisted 
suicide (Rounds), Aug pp 14–15 

Sullivan, Kent 
 out in the cold; practices blame health plan 

for major prompt-pay mess, Mar pp 

20–25 
 surprise billing rules must be fair to 

physicians (Rounds), Sep pp 14–15 
Surveys and Questionnaires 

 taking medicine's temperature: TMA's Survey 
of Texas Physicians (2018), May pp 15–
23 

 what's ruining medicine? (Pulse), Dec p 10 
Sussman, Norman L. 

 ECHO-ing across Texas; for physicians in 
underserved areas, mentoring in 
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specialty care could be a teleconference 
away, Feb pp 44–46 

Sutton, Mark 
 physician-lawmakers outline priorities for 

2019 legislature (Rounds), Feb p 12 

(photo) 
 specialties list scope, balance billing among 

top targets for 2019 (Rounds), Feb p 14 
Swanson, Lisa 

 endorsement of John Turner for legislature, 
Jan pp 33 

Swanson, Wendy Sue 

 digital innovator, Seattle pediatrician Wendy 
Sue Swanson, MD, headlines TexMed 

2019 (Q&A), May pp 32–33 
 digital tools improve patient-physician 

communication (Rounds), Jul pp 17–18 

 [keynote speaker, TexMed 2019], Apr p 28 
Swimming 

 [swim lessons for children and drowning 
prevention], Jul pp 6–7 

Syphilis 
 new syphilis testing requirements during 

pregnancy in effect (Rounds), Nov pp 

15–16 

T 

Tait, Eric 
 inspiring choices: African Americans are 

underrepresented in medicine; 

mentorship can help them choose 
medical careers, Jun pp 40–41 

Talbot, Simon 
 moral injury: the pandemic for physicians 

(Commentary), Mar p 6 

Teal, Lindsey 
 Dell Med's "growth year": medical school's 

innovative curriculum just hit one of its 
biggest mileposts, Jul pp 43, 44 (photo) 

Telecommunications 

 ECHO-ing across Texas; for physicians in 
underserved areas, mentoring in 

specialty care could be a teleconference 
away, Feb pp 44–46 

Telemedicine 
 making telemedicine work: recent trends and 

new TMA-backed laws are about to 

reshape physicians' practices, Aug pp 
26–29 

 telemedicine: valuable but "not a panacea," 
Nov pp 29–30 

 Texas' new telemedicine laws, Aug p 28 

 TMA telemedicine resources, Aug p 29 

 updated white paper has latest on 
telemedicine in Texas (Rounds), Dec pp 

17–18 
Terk, Jason 

 on call at the capitol; TMA charts ambitious 

course for 2019 legislative session, Jan 
pp 21,  22–23 (photo) 

 charting medicine's statehouse progress 
[2019 legislative wrap-up], Aug p 16 

 legislative and regulatory priorities (TMA 
physician survey), May p 16 

 mobilizing against measles; physicians face 

the worst national outbreak in decades, 
Jul pp 23–29 (photo) 

 opioids and pharmacy: PMP extension 
granted [2019 legislative wrap-up], Aug 

p 22 

 swinging for fairness: law creates a new ball 
game for surprise billing (Legislative 

Affairs), Aug pp 30–31 
 a voice in medicine is a voice for our patients 

(Commentary), Nov pp 4–5 
Terminal Care 

 advocacy in action [2019 legislative wrap-

up], Aug p 24 
 getting paid for end-of-life care discussions 

with patients (Pulse), Sep p 10 
 medical futility law sustained; court tosses 

out challenge to ethics committee 

review of end-of-life care (Law), Jun pp 
18–19 

Terminology, Medical 
 quiz: do you know your medical slang? 

(Pulse), Sep p 12 

Tetanus 
 talk to patients about, Apr p 47 

Texans for Vaccine Choice 
 [vaccine skepticism of], Jul p 25 

Texas Academy of Family Physicians 
 Rodney Young named 2018 Texas Family 

Physician of the Year (Newsmakers), 

Jan p 13 (Rounds) 
Texas Advance Directives Act 

 medical futility law sustained; court tosses 
out challenge to ethics committee 

review of end-of-life care (Law), Jun pp 

18–19 
Texas Alliance for Health Care 

 far-reaching implications: Texas' uninsured 
rate - the worst in the nation - creates 

troubling ripple effects (Legislative 
Affairs), Dec pp 26–28 
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Texas Alliance for Patient Access (TAPA) 
 medical futility law sustained; court tosses 

out challenge to ethics committee 
review of end-of-life care (Law), Jun pp 

18–19 

Texas Board of Chiropractic Examiners (TBCE) 
 the eight years' war: court sides with TMA in 

long-running chiropractic case on 
vestibular testing (Law), Feb pp 32–33 

(photo) 
Texas Christian University/University of North 
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Du Bois, Steve N., Aug p 4 

F 
Frezza. Eldo E., Mar pp 4, 6–7 

G 

Gemmell, Amber P., Dec p 5 
Gilmer, P. Ridgway Jr., Jul p 7 

Grugle, Thomas, Jul pp 30–31 

H 

Haff, Stephen, Feb pp 40–43 

Haskard-Zolnierek, Kelly, Aug p 4 
Howe, Richard C., Sep p 4 

L 
Lahiri, Sayoni, Dec p 5 

Lakey, David, Oct pp 4–5 

Levine, Steve, Jan pp 14–16, 17; Mar pp 44–45; 
May p 30; Aug pp 6–7, 14–15 

Line, Stephen, Jul pp 4–5 

M 
McCallin, Tracy, Jul pp 6–7 

Murray, Matt, Sep p 4 

P 

Phan, Theresa, Nov pp 4–5 
Pirzadeh-Miller, Sara M., Dec p 5 

Price, Sean, Jan pp 20–25, 26–29, 40–42, 47; Feb 

pp 15–16, 17, 22–27, 44–46, 48; Mar pp 
14–16, 18–19, 26–29, 40–43; Apr pp 21–

23, 31–37, 39–43, 47; May pp 34–36, 38–
45, 47, 48; Jun pp 23–29, 30–31, 38–41, 

47; Jul pp 8, 17–18, 20, 23–29, 38–40, 42–

44; Aug pp 19–21, 26–29, 42–44, 47; Sep 
pp 21–25, 34–35, 36–38, 42–44, 47; Oct pp 

17, 18–23, 32–35, 36–38, 47; Nov pp 14–
15, 30–33, 35–39, 40, 43–44; Dec pp 16, 

21–25, 42–44, 47 

R 
Ramonda, Lois, Jan p 4 

Ramos, Stephen D., Aug p 4 
Ross, Theodora S., Dec p 5 

Roundtree, Almee K., Aug p 4 

S 
Schafer, Alan, May p 5 

Schepis, Ty S., Aug p 4 
Semin, Nancy, Jan p 10; Feb pp 10, 37–39; Mar p 

13; Apr p 4; May p 6; Jun p 9; Jul p 13; 
Aug pp 9, 32–35; Sep pp 12, 13; Oct p 12; 

Nov p 12; Dec p 12 

Sharma, Sushma, Sep p 4 
Shelal, Zeena, Jan p 4 

Sorrel, Amy Lynn, May pp 32–33; Sep pp 14–15; 
Oct p 48; Nov pp 6–7 

Stanley, Lauren, Feb p 4 

Stanley, Russell, Feb p 4 

T 

Terry, Ellen, Apr pp 12–13 

U 

Urbauer, Diana, Jan p 4 

W 
Wiley, Rachel, Jan p 4 

Winsett, Owen, Aug p 2 

Wishard, Tammy, Jan pp 12–13; May p 12 

Y 

Yusuf, Shabana, Jul pp 6–7 
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Deaths 

A 

Allen, Terry D., May p 10 

Andrew, John G., Apr p 14 
Angel, Robert T., Mar p 19 

Antony, Samuel O. Jr., Jun p 15 
Appel, Michael F., Dec p 19 

Axelrad, Samuel D., Aug p 12 

B 
Baker, Thomas B., Feb p 14 

Bargainer, Jack D., Mar p 19 
Benavides, Jose M., Dec p 19 

Beyer, David H. Sr., Mar p 19 
Bing, Arlys W., Nov p 16 

Bivens, Hollis E., Dec p 19 

Blacker, H. Martin, Apr p 14 
Braverman, Sheldon P., Apr p 14 

Bridges, Ben F., Nov p 16 
Brindley, Glen O., May p 10 

Bruner, C. B., May p 10 

Brunken, Robert B., Apr p 14 
Buckner, Edwin E, Oct p 16 

Burton, Bernard A., Jul p 20 

C 

Certosimo, Matthew, May p 10 

Cezeaux, Gus E. Jr., Sep p 16 
Chandler, Richard D., Sep p 16 

Chapman, Lawrence E. Jr., Apr p 14 
Cigarroa, Joaquin G. Jr., Jun p 15 

Ciscano, Alfonso, Nov p 16 
Cole, James R., Jun p 15 

Connally, Virginia B., Jul p 20 

Cooper, Jack C., Sep p 16 
Craig, David C., Mar p 19 

Crawford, Franklin L., Mar p 19 
Crofford, William L. Jr, Feb p 14 

D 

DeLery, Clotaire D. Jr., Mar p 19 
Duvall, Philip E., Jul p 20 

E 

Eckhardt, Gus F., Feb p 14 
Eller, Thomas O., Mar p 19 

Eugenio, Marco T., Aug p 12 
Evans, J. Pat, Oct p 16 

F 

Fine, Myron G., Aug p 12 
Fred, Herbert L., May p 10 

Frenkel, Eugene R., Sep p 16 

G 

Geesbreght, John M., Dec p 19 
Green, Jedd H., Sep p 16 

Griffith, W. Barton, Oct p 16 

H 
Haden, Robert F., Feb p 14 

Hands, Hollis H., May p 10 
Haråris, Thomas W., Apr p 14 

Hardin, William J., May p 10 

Hartman, James T., Jul p 20 
Haynie, Thomas P., Jun p 15 

Heng, Raneth Y., May p 10 
Herzog, Briant G., Jul p 20 

Hester, Jeane P., May p 10 

Hipolito, Abel, Aug p 12 
Holder, Kenneth A., Apr p 14 

Hong, Waun K., Apr p 14 
Horowitz, Melton J., Jun p 15 

Huber, Tighe A., Feb p 14 

J 
Jackson, Michael E., Apr p 14 

Jimenez, Angel R., Sep p 16 
Jones, Edith I., Oct p 16 

K 

Kayruz, Naji, May p 10 
Keidel, Werner N., Aug p 12 

Keilson, Gerald R., Feb p 14 
Key, Webb B., Jun p 15 

Klempnauer, Richard G., Feb p 14 
Klima, Eva, Mar p 19 

Komorn, Robert M., Feb p 14 

Kracke, William I., Mar p 19 
Kraus, Vernon J., Aug p 12 

Kurrus, Frederick D., Oct p 16 

L 

Lacy, Ronald R., Mar p 19 

Lamensdorf, Hugh, Feb p 14 
Lande, Richard L., Jun p 15 

Ledford, Frank F. Jr., Aug p 12 
Lehane, Daniel E., Jun p 15 

Levacy, Richard A., Aug p 12 

Lindberg, Robert D., Jun p 15 
Lindsey, William H., Mar p 19 

Loncarec, Sonja, Jul p 20 
Lopez, Ramona C., Sep p 16 

M 

Maniha, Robert W., Feb p 14 
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Martinez, Waldo M., Dec p 19 
Matthews, James R., Jul p 20 

McClusky, O. Edwin, Feb p 14 
Mehta, Viren D., Jun p 15 

Melvin, John N., Dec p 19 

Mendelsohn, John, May p 10 
Mendiola, Victor A., Mar p 19 

Mernin, George P., Jul p 20 
Merriman, Richard C., Apr p 14 

Michaelson, Jerald D., Jul p 20 
Michaelson, Paul S., Dec p 19 

Midgett, William M., Feb p 14 

Miller, David H., Aug p 12 
Mims, Harold M., May p 10 

Mobley, Henry B., Mar p 19 
Mobley, Jack C., Oct p 16 

Montague, Eleanor D., Mar p 19 

Montgomery, C. Hunter, Nov p 16 
Montiel, Milka M., Dec p 19 

Moore, Alan G., Aug p 12 
Mueller, Ernest O. Jr., Nov p 16 

Mullins, Harold, Jun p 15 

N 
Nickey, Laurance N., Apr p 14 

Nix, Thomas D. Jr., Sep p 16 
Norris, John E., Aug p 12 

O 

O'Banion, John W. Jr., Apr p 14 
O'Rear, John W., Dec p 19 

P 
Parker, Warren M. Jr., Mar p 19 

Pearson, Harve D., Nov p 16 

Perez, Edward R., Oct p 16 
Phillips, James R., Mar p 19 

Pitchford, William A., Apr p 14 
Plumb, Richard L., Aug p 12 

Pruitt, Basil A. Jr., Jul p 20 

R 
Rakov, Robert D., Jun p 15 

Rasmussen, David, Feb p 14 
Ravichandran, Guruswami K., Apr p 14 

Read, Don R., May p 10 

Read, William T., Apr p 14 
Reed, Joel E., Jul p 20 

Reilly, Edward L., Jul p 20 
Richardson, John M., Aug p 12 

Rogers, Doyle N., Nov p 16 
Roosth, Wiley, May p 10 

Rosenberg, Harvey S., Apr p 14 

Rosenthal, Stuart H., Feb p 14 

S 
Salter, James E. Jr, Feb p 14 

San Martin, Roberto, Jun p 15 
Schneider, Gerald A., Mar p 19 

Schwimmer, Craig L., Jul p 20 

Shepperd, Wilfred I., Mar p 19 
Snyder, William B., Apr p 14 

Speegle, Robert E., Dec p 19 
Stengl, Lorraine I., Mar p 19 

Stuart, H. James, May p 10 

T 
Thomas, Jesse R. III, Jun p 15 

Thompson, Peter K., Dec p 19 
Thurman, Addison E., Jun p 15 

U 

Ulrich, Richard F., Jul p 20 

V 

Vaughn, Chester A., Feb p 14 

W 
Waldrep, Harold C. Jr., Apr p 14 

Waldrop, Charles W. Jr., Feb p 14 
Wertz, Rodney A., Jul p 20 

White, Travis A., Jul p 20 
Whiteside, Clarence K. Jr., Oct p 16 

Wilbourn, George R., Mar p 19 

Witt, Raymond R., Aug p 12 
Word, Joe M., Jul p 20 

Wright, Joseph H., Feb p 14 

Z 

Zagars, Gunar K., Aug p 12 

 
 


